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Gregg addresses symposium .
By Barb Bi;iggs

Governor Judd Gregg vis- ·
ited the University yesterday
morning to ~peak his mind on
the symposium on ~Ground .
Water irt New Hampshire's
. Future."
Previewing Gregg's speech
aqd adding a bit of his own
ideas on New Hampshire's
groi.uid waters was UNH President Gordon Haaland.
"Water is one of our most .
precious _n atural resources,"
Haaland said . "But the resource is currently troubled.~
Haaland spoke of the timeliness of the symposium as a
forum to bring together technical expertise and those who set
state policy and make water
management decisions.
- Governor .Gregg described
his long time commitment to
ground water issues.
· Gregg said he was involved
in the first Joint effort. wi.th the

for how we grow and bow to
protect resources," Gregg said.
. The keynote address was
given by Dr.Jay Lehr, hydrologist, world travelled1speaker,
and executive director of the
National Well Water Assoda.,.
tion.
Dr. Lehr challenged . the
audience of about 70 with his
dynamic style and controversial position.
Lehr discussed the history
of water use and abuse over
the last half century.
"Water supply problems
are really management prbb.:.
lems," Lehr said. "There are
not ~ater supply problems that
don't have solutions in thC:: U.S."
In discussing watFr use,
Lehr showed how statistics can
be misleading or misused. He
cited the following .pair of statistics: "annual water use in
the U.S'. tripl.~d between 1950

lated, and regulated well; but
there are 40 years of sins in the
ground," Lehr said. "It will take
a long time to clean up those
sins ..It will be 15 years before
the public has. a pe_rception
we're winning."
"The news media is screwing up the economy in hopes of
health benefits they're not getting," Lehr sald. "The latest
find in pollution is always front
page news,, but good solutions
don't get publicized,"
"What is driving the situ·ation is an incredible . fear of
cancer," said Lehr. ,
Lehr faulted current risk
assessment policies as b~ing .· .
too stringent. The chances of . · .
being struck by lightning are ·
one in a 1rtilli9n, according to
Lehr, but people. still go outside.
A analogous ~pproac;h : :
should be .taken with ri~k as- _·
sessmeQt. Policy should not be ' ,
set based on a one .in a million . ·
chance over a lifetime.
-"Cancer ls mostly diet not
·environmental," Lehr said. "It
- i~.l~,d ierous to be cha,sJng.after

ict~=~1~;,i;-~;1~~~TH<!li!Li4 ,

'on-~'4laaland's =ssil>le move to Get!"B mg
agamstJmown c~rc~nog~n.~' ~fi
'
.· . ' ',
. .,, ' '
~ .r"" ' ' : -'" ': - 'e-;, ,,,
' 'f " _ · common food$. Lebr citecJ-;~<ftt~/•"',~~:~ f~~':>;~ $ir:.~ t;~~~~l':.~~ -, :~,~ ~!}:
malde~yde •.hydro~enperoxid~ .':
a.nd.alcohol as known ccµ"cino- . .. . . ,
.. '••- ·~.... - -. -. , .', __ .
___ :, ,
: .
- -

~!,!~~:~} , ., :

H:a.a la-ncl ,tlen1e.:S-:Jrumor

-l]._a did:.: rep:--ort thathe..acc. .'. ep
·'-tea.•. P
-·r~sidency
'.~' p,ositzon at (]etryburg·is left-,i:/nconflrmt:d

gens.
,.
"A cup of coffee cont~ns
.
400 pads per million (ppm)hydrogen peroxipe~ a _cola con- . ·
, - . • .. :. _::
·
·
· tains 7900 .ppb formaldehyde,
.By Terri Danis~v:\ch
· , ,. .·
beer ooritains 700 ppb formalAlthough it ·wa~ reported
-· '
·
· by WfSN radio .we 9nesd.iy dettysburg C(?llege, said "Our
dehyde and 50 - mimon ppb
morning that UNH Presid~rtt board meets· December ,first.
alcohol, chlo.rin~te<:l .2water
Cordon Ha,aland has l:)een · No decision has been ma<;le."
contains ,83 ppb / ch1:o,roform,
another carcinogen," Lehr said.
selected for, and has accepted, . Shedeclinedfurthercomment~
1 "There is-an ecoaomic and
the presidential post at '· Get, Howeve;, according to
safety limit that we have to
tysburg College, this . rumor Dan Cole, assistant news dican not.be substantiated. rectorofWTSN, the disclosure
re.cognize," he'said. We need to
According to· Dari DiBia-. , was reported to WISN: News
, "spend money controlling
sio, execµtive assjsfant to the .... Director Donald Brfo.nd by a
today~s activities not remediating the, past ~, build the best
president, such information is "high ranking UNH official."
· landfills, make intelligent use;
erroneous. "The report . an."He (Briand) won't put
ofagricultural chemicals, make
riounced on radio is -not cop- anything on unless he's 100
percents ure (of its accuracy)
much better septic tanks, build
,firmed,~ he said.
. ...
. properly constructed wells and
DiBiasio said he suspects Cole ad9ed.
·have appropriate land use planHaaland .. will , know of
Gettysburg College is-loGettysburg's decision .in "two fated in Gettysb1.,1rg, Pa., a~out
ning."
.
.
· Reaction to Lehr's speech'·
to three weeks."
12 miles from 4le. Maryland
was positive. James Eniery, .
In addition, a spokes per- border. It has an undei-g~duson in the President''s Office at ate population-o f about 2,000. ·
President of Emery and Gar. rett Groundwater .Resources,
described it as "outstanding,
right on the money."
Gov. Judd Gregg stated at UNH yesterday that "Ground water
Dan Fermo of IEP Inc. and
is ·a very important issue." (File photo)
Gretchen Rich of Haley and
United States Geological
and 1985" and "the U.S. used1 Aldrich agreed that there is a ·
Smvey(USGS), tomapground
less water in 1985 than in need for environmentalists to
· recognize that some efforts are
water in NH.
The project
1980."
was proceeding at "a prompt
Although both these state- not "practical, .. "obtainable," or
and effective pace," G.r egg ' ments are true, the impact on "necessary."
George Draper of Aries .
said. The symposium could
the public is. vastly different
answer questions of 'where
, depending upon how the data Engineering said, .. He (Lehr)
made some good points. Somewe are- ~d where we should
are quoted, said Lehr.
Umes
h~tends tobe dramaticgo" with regard to ground
Lehr addressed the subwater issues. "Ground water
ject of water contamination in probably to get his point across. ·
is a very important. issue,"
the U.S. The problems in the An awful lot of resources can
Gregg added. "U is obvious
public "eye today were created go into efforts to get that last bit
ofpollution. You cotil~ get more
that New Hampshire is going
years _ago he said.
to continue .to grow."
· "Today activities are re:gu- GREGG, PAGE 16
"We needto be planning _
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Heinous H20 horrifies hordes of humans
By Jonathan Arthur
Thomas P. Ballestero, said he
Students and townspeople
is not aware of any "known
have been drtnkirig and taking
health effects of iron."
showers iri brown .water
Water is te!Sted daily at
recently.
the university to make sure
Utilities Engineer Brad
that it stays within health
Larrabee said that there were
requirements, said Larrabee ,
several problems contributing
"[We] Haven't found anything
to such obviously impure water.
outside the realm of quality,"
The problem stenimed from, a
,he said.
water tank owned by the Town
The problem is that brown
of Durham being drained. The
water is not aesthetic, said
,old water got back into the •
· Larrabee. "Rust water can
to\Yn and university water
staih your clothes," he said.
system, said Larrabee.
There was a bigger
The Univ:ersity and the
problem with discoloration in
Town of Durham share ·the
residence h~s near Snively
same water, system and are in ·
charge of different areas, said
:Arena than in area three,
'cuy
Hodgdon,
water
said Larrabee. Some areas
superintendent for the Town of ·
were affected much less than
Durham.
others, he said.
A well in Lee has been
Brown water usually
suppleme-n ting the systems for
occurs {wice a year when the
·approxim~tely 18 months,_said
lines are flushed out, said
Hodgdon., Whe~ the water from
Robert.
the well in Lee was .mixed with Bottled water is about the only clear water
"For some reason they
around Durham these days. (Ed Sawyer photo)
the.water from the:resevoir, the.
pick the fall.and the spring,"
difference . in . pH caused the
said Roberts. "It would be
water to
cloudy; he said.
nice if we could pick a time
' , . The lower pH fro:rµ the well
when there are no residents
·1n Lee also caused the pipes to
- around," he said.·
rust internally, satd Larrabee.
The well in Lee was built
.Because _of the rust fpnning,
originally as a backup to
the . University . had to stop.
maintain the w~ter supply in
accepting water from the Lee
case of a fire emergency or
well.
· ··
high demaqd, said Hodgdon . .
A lot of the discoloration is
According · to Larrabee,
- .·-~=-------~~.:~
· caused by iron in the water,
residents should notice
-----·..,..--, said Larrabee. The Director
cleaner water by now.
· of the Water Resources Center;
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N ATf'O NA L NEWS BRIEFS
:- o~on.e layer data
called incomplete

LA to ban tnJ.cks during
rush hour

New York (AP) - Part of the earth's protective
ozone layer is being destroyed outside the Antarctic "ozone hole" in an indication that the under- .
standing of ozone destruction may be incomplete,
according to a 'Study funded by the National
· Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the
Uniyersity of. Colorado. Scientists also found
· · e'Vide'rice :that ozone is destroyed before the hole
' forms everyyear, ~id the study, which appeared
yesterday in the British journal Nature. The
study's author, M.H. Proffitt, said scientists still
· must ..work to _get a complete understanding of
,what destroys ozone in the atmosphere.

Los Angeles (AP) - A proposed ban on rush-hour
truck traffic on all Los Angeles streets has won unanimous initial approval from the City Council. After the
11-0 vote Tuesday, the council directed the city
attorney to draft needed ordinances, which will re-~
quire final council approval. . Mayor Thomas Bradley.
proposed the ban, saying trucks. are the biggest
contributor to rush-hour gridlock. The. ban, flercly
opposed by the trucking industry, would reduce
rush-hour truck traffic qn city streets by 70 percent.

~:\:A_prlva.t e rocket fails .

Bush to offer job to
N .H. official ·

Washington (AP) - President Bush will nominate ·
John T. Mac Donald, New Hampshire's commissioner
of education, as an assistant secretary in the- US
White Sands Missile Range, N.M. (Reuters) - A Department of Education, the White House said
commercial rocket was deliberately destroyed 37 Wedenesday. MacDof_!ald, if confirmed by the Senate,
seconds after liftoff Wedenesday when it veered . would succeed Beryl Dorsett in overseeing elemenfar off course. It was the second failure in four taiy arid secondary education programs. MacDonald,
attempts by private industry to enter space. The 56, has been New Hampshire's commissioner since .
. Starfire 1 rocket, built by Space Services Inc. of 1986. He is a former teacher and supertntenderit of
Houston, was launched on time at 9:45 a.m. EST. schools in Dartmouth and Walpole, Mass., and
. Its second stage fired properly 15 seconds later, Wallingford, Conn.
but by then the rocket was veering away from its
planned trajectory. The Starflre was a 6,000pound, two-stage solid fuel vehicle that was carrying a paclGige of experl!nental equipment sponsored by the Consortium for Materials .Development in Space of the ·University of Alabama in
Huntsville.

··,: ··· after launch

Bay Bridg·e .to·reopen ·

· /· 2=c~!1!r~!~e!,,~~~d

. Bay Bridge reopens Saturday, restoring the key
link between two cities battered by a major earthquake that forced harried commuters onto trains,
ferries and ,b uses. State Department of Transportation officials had hoped td open the bridge
by Fpday, exactly one month after a so·- foot
section ofthe bridge's upper deck collapsed during .
tl;le October, 17 quake, claiming one life. The
bridge carried more than 260,000 vehicles every . workir,tg day prior to the quake.
·

Twister hits Alabam.a ·
shopping -district
HunMlle, Ala. (AP) - A tornado slammed 'into a ·
shopping district, a residential area and a school
Wedenesday, killing at least ·two people and trapping many others in their cars and homes, ,police
said. "Several people ·a re still trapped in vehicles
and apartment complexes and shopping areas,."
said police spokesman Ben Jennings after the
twister touched down between 4 and 4!-30 p.m. in
the south section or'this northern Alabama city.
Telephone communication and electricity was
disrupted by the tornadoes and WAAY-'IV, the
only station still broadcasting, reported widespread damage.
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, AIDS conferenee·
broadcastea·
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'·

Tom Bridge asked students to ,J tay away from Eastern Airlines this fall~ (Ed Sawyer photo)

Strikers sa.y don't fly Eastern
A pilot and flight atfendant tell th~ir tale

By John Doherty
- · Students
are
not
immortal.
, This is one of the points·
that was stressed at · the .
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome, (AIDS) .educatton
_teleconference, which was ·
received by over three hundred
American .colleges . and··,
universities on Wednesday.
The progriun, broadcasted
from Ohi.o State University,
· highlighted· successful AIDS
· education and treatment
programs and featured
inteIViews with AIDS medical,
legal and counseling experts
and college .officials.
"Self-esteem is a key," said
· Rich _ Keeling, M. D. of
University of Virginia.
"Students . need to learn to
value their health over what's
- going to happen fn a parµcular
·relationship oron a particular
date or night."
- "Students have to accept
that their lifestyles _have to
change," added Keeling.
According to Keeling, "it
may require students to see
' people become infected with
· ~IV 'for them to change, as
.has happened · in the gay
community."

By Austin Eaton
On Tuesday night in the members of their respective When Lorenzo trarisfetred
Coos Room of the MUB, two unions attribute the financial -. these assets, he compensated
striking Eastern · Airlines problems of.the airline to Frank Eastern with junk bonds.
_ An example of these
workers gave a presentation in Lorenzo, chairman ofEastern's
which they asked students not ·p arent company, Texas Air. ~transfers that moved· a:ssets
Texas Air ls also the parent around under the r~fofTexas
to fly Eastern.
Tom ·Bridge, an Eastern company for non-union Afrisarese·i vationsysteqithat
pilot for the last 17 years, and operated Continental Airlines. Eastern invested $360 rilUlion
"Frank Lorenzo is totally in. "Continental needeq ~
Mary Karalekas, ·an Eastern
. flight attendant for the last 23 "' against unions, .. ' Said Bridge, resetvation system,.. said '
years, spoke for over an hour "and wanted to prove that an Brldge, "s6 ,T exas Air bought
on ~e reasons for the downfall airline run without a union the system from Eastern for
of Eastern airlines and why · would be more profitable." $loo· million in junk bonds. ·
nearly 24;000 employees:have Bridge sajd that betwe.e n 1986 The eventual value of these
.been on strike for the past eight and 1989'; Lorenzo ti'ansferred bonds· caiµe to about '$10 .,;
much of Eas_tem's assets over million, and Continental now
months.
Both Bridge and Karalekas to Continental in order to had use of Eastern's new
along with many other decrease Eastern's revenues. _ STRIKE, PAGE g
•
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Ohio ·Governor Richard
Celeste commented on AIDS
education at the college level.
"Unfortunately, in many
cases; if we haven't gotten to
students by college, they may
already have
exposed
themselves," said Celeste.
Many participants in. the
· teleconference stressed · the
fact that ·education needs to
be extended not only to
students and-professional in
college health seIVices, but to
college faculty and operating
staff as well.
;
~I think you'll find that
most college faculty are
uninfornfod," said Laura
Pinsky, an AIDS educator at
Columbia University.
Hypothetical case studies
were presented to illustrate
the
problems · · th~t
miscc:mceptions a:~01;1t AIQS
. can spawn. ·
. Intimate . sexual · contact
and blood-to-blood contact
transmit the HIV ·v1rus which
may result mAIDS, according
to the panel members.' Casual
contact dt>es not transmit :the
HIV virus·.
· . Strategies 'to
deal with the· vatted AIDS
AIDS, PAGE 11

I

Congressman Lantos to speak
, Club. .
.
.
According · to Rainsay
McLauchlan, the executive
director of the New Hampshire
Democratic Party, Lantos will
speak about two issues which
.have played a prominent role
/ in the news lately, the Housing .
and Urban Department (HUD)
scandal and the changes
occurring in Europe.
"Congressman Lantos has
a unique background with
. regards to these issues," said
McLauchlan.
Lantos, a democrat,
currently seives as chairman
of Hie U.S. House of
Representatives
subcommittee investigating the
scandal at HUD. McLauchl~
I
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Rep. Tom Lantos, D-Califomia, will speak on campus tonight.

sides of important issues
facing our .country, .. he said.
..As much qS they may want to
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W OR LD
Iraq cond ition s
ange r Egyp tians
Cairo (Reuters) - Egyptian workers flooding home from Iraq Wedenesd ay told of being
humiliated , beaten, swindled, and fearing for
their lives during their stay in Iraq ...Egyptians
dying there are not dying natural deaths," said
Ahmed Abdel Malek Mahmoud , a constructi on
worker who spent 13. months in Baghdad. Like
many others, he returned with stories ofviolence.
There has been no official confirmati on of the
accounts. Egypt provided Iraq with millions of
dollars worth of arms during its war against Iran,_
and a flood .o f workers went east tp replace Iraqis
who had Joined the military during the 1980-1988
war with Iran. Now many former Iraqi soldiers are
rejoining the work force.

New MIG's said

going to Cuba
Washingto n (AP) - The State Departme nt
said Wedenesd aythat the Soviet Union hru; shipped.
advanced MIG-29 aircraft to Cuba, a move it
called "wholly inconsiste nt" with Moscew's stated
desire to promote peace in Central Americ. "We
see no legitimate Cuban·need for such advanced
aircraft, and we do not consider this a helpful
step,~ said ,Richard Boucher, the departmen t's
spokesma n, who confirmed a report in the Washington Times.
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Be.i jing gunfi re
calle d accid ent

Boliv ia decla res
state of siege _

La Paz, Bolivia (AI>) - The Bolivian governme nt
th
declared a three-mon th state of siege Wedenesd ay , Heying (Ap) -- Chµiese au orities acknowlguns
and rounded up · at least 700 . teachers and labor edged Wederiesd ay that soldiers fired their
it
said
but
weekend
last
golfers
Japanese
near
teachithstriking
otiationsw
leaderson e'd ayafterneg
threat
death
a
to
ers broke down. Three teachers were in critical con- was an accident unrelated
ditlon after a 24-day hunger strike and were rushed recived by Toyota officials. Several Japanese
machinto clinics where they were placed under intensive golfers reported hearing two bursts of
before
shortly
by
whizzing
bullets
and
fire
gun
hold
and
arrest
to
police
allows
seige
of
state
The
care.
of
employees
three
included
They
Sunday.
someone without charge for 48 hours without a ·noon
Nov;.
on
office
Beijing
whose
Cm-p.,
Motor
Toyota
Presiof
Judicial order. The center-left governme nt
a note
dent .Jaillle Paz Zamora ·said it acted to guarantee 9 recieved a letter containing a bullet and
China.
1~
threatenin g to kill Japanese
peacful local electi,;ms next mo:pth.

Pope says lifest yles
. must chan ge

Chri stian s bla.sts_,.
Aoun 's stanc e

Shibtlne, Lebeno1i' (AP) - A Christian'l eader
· Vatican City (AP) - Pope John Paul II WedenesGen. Michel Aoun Wedenesd ay of obaccused
day pledged the church's support for AIDS victims,
peace efforts, and the army command er
structing
but he said people must change high-risk lifestyles
Christians who support a Syrianthat
replied
and not resort to "morally-illicit" means of prevention .
backed plan should have their throats cut. ,.We've
"In its heart the church not only pronounce d a series
tried all means to liberate Lebenon from foreign
of 'no's' to certain types of behavior, but especially
throughou t the 14 y~ars of war, but we ·
forces
proposed a lifestyle that is wholly significant for the
havn't succeeded ," said George Saadeh, head of
person," the Pope said in the closing address of a
the right-wing Phalange Party, the largest Christhree-day Vatican conference on AIDS. John Paul's
political group. His comments ·came after
tian
speech came hours after an American military doct~r
who command s Lebenon's Christi~ army
Aotin,
told the assembly that about 1,500 U.S. mllitaiy perdecalred: "'lbose who support the Arab sounits,
the
sonnel contract theAIDS virus everyyear and that
deEierve to have their throats anc:I tongues
lution
disease will become the leading cause of death in the
are not going to be lenient with th_em:''
We
..
cut.
U.S. armed forces. While he did not mention the word
"condoms, " church officials said it was dear he was
ruling out their use as a means of checking the spread
·
·
of AIDS throughou t the worl~.

DEBATE,

·conti nued from page 3

_t-=-. _$_i_s_o_nl_y__9_5_~_o_a_c__.-,
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. th
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"I'd contend that -you'd
ner was infected with AIDS · •testing is not a solution.
dent$ themselve s could find
·
·
·
a lot of anxiety for
creating
be
that
out the results. Those stuMorgrtdge estimated
and now you're going to-die,"
unnecessa rpeople
of
lot
a
th
the
th
cost
would
th
testing
the
she said.
dents at decide at ey
Keniston.
sa:td
ily,"
dolmillion
3
th
about
University
.
lt
Varney,
to
Accordihg
e results
want to know
O'Brien said that th~
ispossible thatapprox tmately lars a year.
would also receive individual
from testing would
damage
is
that
university
a
,.For
36 UNH students cany the
•
AIDS counseling~
compared to the
,.nothing
be
quagmire,
financial
in
dying
virus.
AIDS
·
According to O'Brien,
AIDS."
of
damage
,
event,"
"Everyone is susceptibl e this is an inc~nceiva ble
mandatory testing would be
- According toO'Brien, the
_
tocontrac tingthevir us,"said said Morgrtdge.
beneficial mainly because it
testing could be inipleHIV
preargument
Another
"the
said,
she
Varney. But,
wouldcrea teawarene ssabout
at UNH fairly easily.
mented
the
that
is
Morgrtdge
st
by
sented
.
hap-:never
will
'it
that
attitude
AIDS among · udents. '"If
3 million dolthatthe
said
He
·
and
donriant
pen to me' is prevalent on this HIV virus can be
you're tested. it's awareness .
vim-.

=~:~'!~~~totbhlk . .cami:,:,y alsO pointed out ~~:::~t~!!; {:c:~f :~~

:~~j!:~f§} ~;~~:;1~~~

spread· of disease in the gensave lives , one of which could
eral population .
be yours."
In another argument pre- .
According to Varney, over
by O'Brie~. early desented
have
students
80% of college
tection of the virus could be
had premarita l sex, with
beneficial to those that have
women averaging 4 premari6
the disease. O'Brien read a
tal partners and men - She
5
3
statement from Dr. Patterson
of
0/o
and
said that between
of Health Services that said if
college men have had 10 sex-:
· the HIV virus can be detected
ual partners a year.
before it develops fully into
"Chastity belts are out,
there can be a prolongAIDS,
here
is
Sex
in.
is
birth control
ingoflifeo fuptotwo tothree
to stay," she said.
aftermath of sex can
years.
• "The
Russ Morgridge, debatsometimes nullify the pleas-:- ·
the other side of the
on
ing
c~uld
"It
Varney.
said
·ure,"
issue, said that mandatory happen that a partner was
HIVtestin gatUNHis '"anidea
Just looking for a one riight
that defies all existing preit
...
hurt
nowyou're
stand and
could happen that your part- · cepts of common sense."
Whileackn owledging that
ner didn't use birth control

=:,~~~=•~,:1!~

E:ii~;::::~:: ~=~~i~~~~::

that mandatoc y testing has
been found to be unconstltu - 'tional by the Supreme Court. ·
"It's not_the place of the
University to be watchdog of
sexual lives of students," said
Morgridge. He said that raising awareness ofAIDS could be
done through different means
such as increased education
- and counseling sessions for
those in high risk groups,
WallyKen iston,also onthe
anti-testin g side, said "UNH
can't handle the responsibi lity
and obligation s" that would go
along with testing. ,.It would
meanl~t~ ofmoney, andlotsof
·
time," he said.
Keniston said that testing

She said that the testing
·
would ensure that all students are reached. "One on
on~ educatio~ ls the best
method of . education ," she
said.
"One on one education ,
yes," said Keniston. ,.Forced
·
_.,t~sting, ·no."
The debate was sponsored by the UNH Debate
Society and Forensics Team.
DanPrats, businessm anager
·
oftheDeba teTeam, said that
,.designed to
-was
debate
the
heighten awareness ." The
purpose of the Debate Team,
· he said, is "to educate students about controver sial
issues.~-
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GROUND WATER SYMPOSIUM - "Ground Water· in
NH's Future," wrap-up with Robert Varney, Com~ission.of
NH D~pt:ofEnvironmental Services. _New England Center, 9
a.mAo l p.m~ Info: 862-1718
·

-NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
"Wanted - New
American Policy in the Pacific," Bernard Gordon, UNH. Alumni
Center, 3:45 p.m. Information: 862-2398.

GOURMET DINNER- GraniteState 'Room, MUB, 6:30
p.m.
LECTURE - US Rep Tom Lantos (D-Ca), discussing his
role as Chairman of House Subcommittee investigating the
Housing & Urban Development scandal, and current legislation
being discussed iri Washington. Carroll/Belknap . Room, ·
MUB, 7:30 p.m.

Talk show explores campus issues

UNIVERSI1Y IBEATE~ - "The Orestia."
Theater, 8 p.m.

Student leaders rise too early,for a Monday_rnorni~g

John$0n

By Stephanie Igoe

No, it's not Maynard in the
morning. It's more like mayhem in th~ morning.
Start rolling out ·of bed a
little earlier because Mike ·
De~marais (SBP), Chrts
Sterridale (SBVP) along with
The New Hampshire Editorin-Chief, ·B ob Durling have
begun a weekly talk show on

concentrating on content, not
UNH at the time the show is
structure."
broadcast. "I'd listen to the .
- O'Lea-cy also commented
program if the subject matter ·
that he had gotten great reinterested me ... ifit (the subsponse ·rrom the new show. , ject matter) was .advertised
before hand."
·
"People are pleased to tune in
· and casually listen to the show."
Erin Crowley, a commutListeners are encouraged
ing junior, said that she is
to call in and question Durling,
never up at that hour. "I'd
Desmarais and Sterndale.
possibly listen to the program
WUNH.
O'Lea-cy aJso said he encourif it
on after 3:00 p.m.,"
For the past three weeks, .
ages any organization to come
she said.
Durling has been interviewing ·
Tom Hall, business man- ,
into the radio station to dis~ Desmarais aiid Sterndale evcuss their problems and con- . ager ·for the Student Senate,
e-cy Monday morning at 7:30 cerns.
commented .that the program
a.m..
Durling commented that
is good, but only if people lis. The informal half hour the show is fun to do,_ even
ten to i~. He said he believes
interview is intended to in.form
though it is quite early in .t he
that people must know about
the UNH students ofissues on
'
.
morning. He explained that the ·it.
campus thqt affect the stuStemdale said that the· .
scheduled time of the program
dent body, according to Desbroaqcast is exciting and inis good for those commuters
marais. .
formative.' -He added-that he
driving into school at that hour.
Kevin o•r...ea-cy•..program
·Lar-cyMoberly, commuting
has not heard any negative re- :
director for WUNH , said that
actions to the program. _
senior, said that he drives to
the show is "informal; ..we are

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER18

MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 1
p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Rhode Island. . Field House,
1 p.m.

was

It's hot, sexy and Safer edUcation
By Holly Ames

When it comes to. AIDS, · , combination of communica- sexuals.
tion, honesty, an~ trust.
· Landolphi demonstrated
eve-cyone has .heard enough.
Landolphi ·stressed that this issue by playing a game .
. "I'm not an IV drug user or.
·homosexual so I'm not at risk- fact that dates should be fun She as~ed for 10 men and 10
this is . what a lot of people ~d relaxing, not tense and . women volunteers. Once they
· . were up on the stage she pro- .
think. Well, the first woman to nerve-racking.
It would be nice if dates ceeded to teach them how to
die ofAIDS was neither ofthese.
This woman s_lept with a for- could start with a scenario dirty dance. They learned .a
mer IV drug user, her hus- such as this: Suzi asked her move she called "around the
.would-be partner, "What is world- ifyou do this right that's
band."
In . the presentation, Hot, your favorite kind of f~?~ how you'll feel," she said.
"Chicken." "Oh I can make you
Many- pledges from sororiSexy, Safer, held by MUSO,
sponsored l>)r Peer educator and any kind ·of chicken, do you .· ties and fraternities .were pr~sProgramming Fund Organiza- like roast chicken?" And the ent at the presentation.
BethReagenfromDeltaPhi .
tion, Suzi Landolphi gave her conversation would continue
light and witty version of AIDS · _on,· maybe towards · favorite said, "Itwaswellpresentedand
movie and then finally, "What better than I've seen it before."
and sex education.
Ifyou had seen the posters _do you like sexually?" and she · -This may be because Suzi has .
been educating on · AIDS for
of Suzi postfd on campus, she would get an answer.
Th~ audience participant three years.
· was everything they promised
only chuckled, but Suzi . asLandolphi got started
she would be.
sured
us
that
this.
communisevenyearsagowhenshejoined
·
. Landolphi was energetic
and completely honest. She was cation was possible. This was theAIDSactioncommittee. Two
able to talk about female and where the compopents of safe years ago she started her own
male private parts as "weiners" sex c'41e into play-communi- companycalledHot,Sexy,Safer
to "tell people some of the things
and "nu-nus." She made ev- cation, honesty and trust.
One thing Landolphi they were never told." She
eiyone comfortable enough to
get a volunteer to wear a. c~m- wanted most was for us riot to travels all around the country, .
dom on his head and be dubbed _ j~dge~ Not to separate the not missing a state.
homosexuals from the hetero"Sir' Weinerhead."
She felt that safe sex was

AN AFTERNOON OF FOLK ARf - Presentations ' and
lessons featuring basketmaker Lian~ Haubrich, paper-cutter
Ma-cy Luscars, folk tale teller Bell O'Neal and soap caryer'fom
Worcester. 1 to 4:30 p.m. Registration and Informatiom Art
Galleries 8&2-3712
-~
.

.

.

:

~

\

~OURMET DINNER - Granite S4tte Roo.m, MUB, 6:30
p.m.
.

'

.

·-

'

-MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Northeastern~ Snively Arena,
7p.m.
. ·
· ·
· . '

UNIVERSI1Y . IBEA1ER
Theater, 8 p.m. · .

"The _Orestiq." . Johnson

SUND~Y.NOVEMBER19
.

_.

.

.,.

.,

.~

MI.ISO FILM - "Honey, i•Shrunk. the .Kids~" . Strafford
Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
.

CELEB~1Y SERIES .- "Momix." Johnson Theater, 8
p.m. TI~kets-at MUB Ticket Office, 10a-4p, 862~2290.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20

SPANISH .FILM - "El Norte;"
Murkland, 4 & 7 p.m.

Richards Auditorium,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 21

FACUL1Y JAZZ QUINTET - Johnson-The~fe:r, 8 p.m.
- .LECTURE :- Edgar Chamorro, former "Contra" director
. will speak. ' Chamorro's insights will :provide an essential
backdrop,to upcoming Februaiy 1990 elections in Nicaragua.
Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m., students $2, general $3.
Information: COCA, 862-1009 .
l..

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Dartmouth.
Arena, 7-p.m.
· '
SPANISH FILM
' Murkland, 8 p.m.

Snively

-"El ., Norte," Richards Auditorium,

THE .NEW4ff
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"Not bad aLall."

·. Taiiliny ·M ack

Womens Studies/
Outdoor Equcation
Senior

.'

'

,

,

'

:

". ' ,.

-_.

"I don't think it would bother me
too much. l don't think he's·done
;that much for us yet, but I think .. ·
we should give him one more
chance before we kick him out. I'd
like to see him take a stand on
something." ·
·Sean Hamilt0n
Business Administration
Senior

,,\

.

'Well., in the ttme I've been here "
ldon't .think-he!s ac·e omplished ·
that much, but itwotild·depend
on who came after him. Consid.::
ert:µg I've never seen the man,
-I'm n~.t too emotionally ·attached~'•

· "I'd probablybe·h:appy becausel
doo.-'t think he's.done that good a
Job; butlwould~!-~,wantthejob." - ~

Lisa Lane

Brian McDonough
Political Science .
Senior

Political Science
Junior .

., ,,

}I·

Window of
QpJ)ol'tunify

SupersPort Modet 20
10.5 lb., 8088 wi_th ' l floppy drive and
a 20MB Hard Drive
(order# - Suj>ersPorl Model 20)

Z~l59 Model 3
8MHz, DeskTop, 8088, 640K memory, with I
floppy drive and a 20MB Hatd Drive with a
monochrome monitor
(order# - ZSM-'159-3)

·.$1799. 00 $1400~ 00
$1299. 00 $1099. 00

Z-286 LP/8 Model 20 .
Space saving 8MHz, 80286, 1MB mem0ry,
with I floppy drive and a 20MI;! Hard Drive
with an amber VGA monochrome monitor
(order# - ZMA:286-20)

Z-286 LP/12 Model 40'
Space saving 12MHz, 80286, 1MB memory,
with I floppy drive and a 40MB Hard Drive
with a VGA color monitor
(order# - ZMF-212-40)

Z-386

-

ZDS Productivity Pack Includes MicroSoft® Word
and Excel
(order# - ZDS-10)

•Prkc• do not include ,ale• lax, handling and/or procei1ing charges.

$1149.

00

i:'l,l

-I}_

-:::

:,i

:~!(;,I
ia~

~

$2299. 00 $1849. 00

m
~{

sx·

16MHz, 386SX DeskTcip, 1MB memory,
I floppy diive with 40MB Hard Drive with a
VGA color monitor (order# - ZMF-316-X4)

For More Information Please Contact:
Chris·O'Conor
ZDS Student Represntative
.(603) 743-0940

$1549~

00

~

$2699. 00 $2299. 00
1{

$ 100.00

·~

~

~~
~

Win A $5,000 PC Package In
Zenith's MASTERS OF
INNOVATION II COMPETITION! For
Entry Form, Call 1-800-553-0301 .
Competition Ends January 15, 1990!
*MicroSofl i• a regi1lered irademuk o( MicroSoft Corporation

. "-

.~Outline.appfQY~d7~by administration
·'.

... ·~ ...
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· MANPA:1P,RY ORIENTATION FOR SENIORS: Last chance this semester to attend an
orientation which makes you eligible to inteIView on campus. (Note: Date and time have been
·
·
changed.) ·. Wednesday, November 29, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 3-5 p.m.

By Neal McCarthy

A new judJciaJ ·_ bo~rd .· of one IFC ~emper, one Pan- .
within the Gr.eek System hel member, the assistant
compiled throughout the past director of student activities,
thre~ ·semestel'.$, _.will break ·: and assistant dean for stu- ·
grouncf.next semestefon ~ts ..· <;lentconduct, then-would'refer
. the case to one ofthree board.s .
__
inaiderijoui-ney.
-· The first qoardwould con- ·
The main goal ofthe Greek
judicial board, according toits ·. -sist of either IfC or Pan-hel,
map4aj.;, is,_to establish a kvel corresponding with whether.
· of ~cceptable behavior for the . the infraction involved a fra·temity or sorority. The infrac- -:.
--: eritire Greek community. . .
Sigma Beta brothe·r · tlon must ~ave only affected ·
Shawn Nichols was among a the Greeks and sanctions Will
group of stud~nts and faculty be handed out within .t he
who . drafted up the 12 page Greek Systein.
The second board would
- ' ., ·outltne -for the' new board
. which has already been ap::·. deal with infractions involv:proved by the admiritstratjon. ing both a fraternity and a
Other people contributing · sorority and the board would
to the draft inclQde Judicfal consist of members from both
' • andAffirmative Action Officer ,JFC and Pan-hel. Sanctions
of the Conduct System Cindy would be dealt with as in the
Garthwaite, Greek Coordina- first.
The third board would be
tor Mike -Sciola, members of
Jhe Interfraternity - (IFC) and those infr.;ictions with the
Panhellen-ic Councils -(Pan- Greek system that affect anyone outsid~ of the Greeks.
·hel).
-- · _The only obstacle remain -- These offenses would have to .
fag for the system is its ratifl_- - be heard before the already
catiqn by both IFC and Pan- existing SOCB.
The students selected to
. _
hel next week.
.- Jeff Fialky, newly elected sit on the·Greek boards will-b e-presidentof IFC, was very op- :trained by Garthwaite on how:tl,mistic about the new sys- to concede due process corre· : _spondingwtth th~Jµ~l-ig_ial sysiem• . ,:-;" _, _,
·~lt will give t}le Greeks a tein.
No one has been selected
chance to prove we're responstble enough to govern our- to the boards as of yet, said
selves," Fialky said, "and it Fialky, as they are still in the
takes a lot of pressure off the process of reviewing applicaadministration and the Stu- tions.
·. Fonner IFC President Pete ·
- dent Organizational Conduct
· vou.Doepp, who h~lped in the
Board (SOCB)."
The way the system. will drafting of the new;policywas
\Vorkisanincidentreportmay confident of its impact.
· He felt not ?nJy that the
be ftled by an individual or
organization with either the _s tructure was viable, but
IFC or Pan-hel presidents, added, .. the reasor:i it's viable
Greek Advisor, · or Conduct is because the change in the
attitude of the Greek system
Office. ·
The Offense Review Com- · .will :tnake· it work." mittee (ORC), which consists

GENERAL

now

on sale in the
ROAD RACE T-SHIJIT SALE:. -~ra •~ and '89 road race shirts ate
__ .
Recreatlonafsports Office, Room Hi.l, of.the Field House for ·$5.00. Monday th-ru Friday, SA p.m. until Dec~mber 14. .: · .-

•

~

•,

I

•

· :UNIVERSI1Y ru;:pE.B(?ARD: Need a ricl~? Offering a 'ride? Check,<_:>µt _the-Ride-Board in
the·.Commuter/Transfer Cen!er, Room 13-6 . ~MUB during the'"liolid~y seaso,n. _-·· · ·
CAMPUS.WIDE.FOOD DRIVE: The . Accounting Students Association is spc;nsoring a
food_drive challenging all clubs ~d organtza~ons to collect as many cann~d,goods as possible,
an~ distributed to
roup
·G
Proceeds donated to Strafford Cormnµn:Jty Action
13-20.
November
·.,
\· . .· ·,, . . - . ..
·_.
·.
.
'
needy families for Thanksgiving. Interested fratemi~es, soro~ties, '.qo:nns,; o(}rta~t Kim, 868,. -. ~ _
·;1 •· .. '-,,
2460.
·_

MORfAR BOARD SPAGHETil DINNER: All chapter members'invited to_dine;:$ocialize,
_and see the short Mortar ~rd info video. Sunday, .Noveqiber_19, Undergrad~ate Apartment
·
·
/
Complex, 12, 7 p.m., $2.
:-:.

-

WORSHIPAND:f.ELLOWSHIP:,, Sponsored by United Campus Ministry. Forwors};lip and
a time for fun ·and feil9wship:,,Stinday, November 19,' Waysmeet Protestant Student Center,
.
,
'
7 . p.in. i
. ~.-

;

WARREN MILLER'S "WHITE MAGIC,": Sponsored byWHEB and UNH Ski Club. Warren
·Miller!s 40th ski film. Raffle C?f skis, b()Ots; p<>les, goggles, and more! Monday, Npv,ember 27, · ·
_Granite-State Room, MUJ3, 7{p.m" _.$5. .

UNH-CHILD & FAMILY GENfER~ SALE/RAFFLE: B~e sale and~raffiewith holiday
basket of gourmet goodies to benefit the Center. Friday, December 1, Grafton Rooin, MUB,
·
.9 a.~. - .4 p.m.

,

H:EALTH

BODY IMAGE: Monday, November 20, 3rd floor, Stoke Hall, 9 p.m.
.
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- AL.:.ANQN SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: The first- Mond_a y of every month is an open
meeting; students may observe for class. Mondays, Room 222, 2nd Floor~ Medical Ubrary,
'·
·
Health Service Center, noon - 1 p.m.
. _· OEA (OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS) SUPPORf GROUP MEETING: Tuesday, Room
20 IA, 2nd floor, Health Service Center, l-2'p;m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS: Closed meeting - open to those -Who have ·a
desire to stop drinking" only: closed Step meeting on Frid~y. Monday thru Friday, Room 20 IA;
·
Conference Room, Health Service Ce!1,ter, noon to 1 p.m.
- - - - - - -- --

- - - -- -

- --

-

. NEWMARKET
lllii· STORAGE (formerly Beaudet's)
~-Seasonal locked
interior storage
--Boats, Cars, RV's,
Motorcycles, Antiques
LOW RATES
Starting as low as:
Motorcycles $18 mo.
Vehicles under 18ft. ·
$38 mo,
603-659-7959

or
-2655
603-659*,,
M

•

Al Pachino- Sea of Love ·(R)
Sat, Sun- 12:50, 2:50; 4:50
Thur. Eve.- 7:15, 9:25
[L@~[n)cID~ W@cID~@m1 ~~

Mel Gibson

( R)

Danny Glover

Sat, Sun- 12:30,2:35,4:40; Thur.Eve- 7, 9::1 o

Tom Hanks- Turner &Hooch (PG}
Sat, Sun- 12:30, 2:20; Thurs. Eve -6:45
teve Martin in: ·

Parenthood
. . (PG-13)
..
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_m ·ake me

sit at the
kids~table

_

continued from page .3 ·

._

·knowledge 0Lthe~_1>olitical of pre- and post- World War II
a question anc:I answer pechanges that have occurroour· .-Ei.J.mpean- _hi~ tgry," said
riod. Reservations for a supEurope over the years. Born McLauchlan. "I'msure'lie-wIH·- - pe.,i:, !Vfth Congressman Lan- .
in Hungary, Lantos was in- have a lotto say about what'is -, tos, wliich- ts- ·-taking__ J~.!~c~
volved in the anti-Nazi under- · , going on in Germany now." .
beforetheforuni, can be made··--·-·-• .. ground as well as the post-war
Toe open forum will take
by contacting the Democratic
anti-Communist student place tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
State C<?mmittee at 622-9606
movement in his native coun- the'Memorial Union Building.
or Strafford County Demotry.
Congres~man Lantos will _ cratic Committee Vice-chair
"He is unique as far as speak and themillow time for
David Watters at 7 49-4539.
understanding the dynamics

By Joanne -Marino

Of ~panking, Condoms and Rotten Apples.
Ah, I've gotten your attention. In case .you're
wondering where . the lead came _ from, it was
Wednesday'sUnion Leader where Nackey Loeb had yet
another of her earth-shattering editorials in print. This one
was titled, you guessed it, "Of Spanking, Condoms and
RottenApples." Actually, Loebneverdid talk about condoms
. or spanking, only rotten apples. It makes one wonder.
But I digress.·
When I was little (though some would argue I am still
no towering pillar of womanhood), I ate apples with peanut
•butter. I loved apple pie, too. And pumpkin pie. Which
brings me Jo :rµy earth-shattering column on Thanksgiving.
I am not.going to get into the same old gook about
fcunily gatherings·or holiday seasons or how much food -my ·
mother made or how we fought over the wishbone or how my
·rat uncle ~ways belches and unbuckles his pants too low .
when he's done or how ultimately my grandmother starts
fighting with my _m other about the_stuffing or why I am still
able to walk even though I have Just shoveled about three
times my bodyweight into my gut or why one shouldn't drink
_ and drive or why rotten apples make for bad pies. No, I will
1
· not talk·a bout those things. I will, however, talk brie~y about
my lead: "Of Spanking, Condoms and Rotten Apple~." in a\Se
yo_u ,_f.orgot~ ·' - . '~
' , ~
' .
.
'
':', ::,.'.~ ·· Spanldrig:does happen a lot on Thanksgiving. I
I had a lot of younger cousins. They dI'QOled all over
the~w.ble cloth. They made the most glorious dinner of the
look like last year's v~mit. They cried right when I was
trying to _relax over a ~t~g cup of coffee. Worst of all, I
was.j;tuck"atthe ~kid's table" because there was not enough
i-~m"to r;;ltwith the adults. For that reason, and because my
atµits and uncles felt no remorse unloading their bratty off~pdng on n;ie~Thanksgiving was both a culinary heaven and
' - art exercise in human tolerance. Leave it to relatives to
push your limits.
l cannot, for the life of me'S see· the connection
betwe!!n.~ondoms and Thanksgiving, accept, perhaps, that
-both ·provide an unconscious sense of being safe. I bet,
though, ifl · had a little more time, I could come up with
something. Rotten apples and condoms have even less to do
:wfth eaob other, except,' as Nackey Loeb•s profound literary
cure-all descr.ibed: "when you have rotten apples, you get rid
,o f them." If any ofyou come across a broken or used condom,
I do hope you get rid of it. It's no good. Really.
. ·
The only other connection which occurs -to me is
that some people cook the tr turkeys in those big plastic bags.
But t}:iat's gross.
I wort't talk about Thanksgiving anymore. Or rotten
'.a pples .. Or condoms. I will merely mention that for a holiday
'.c alled Thanksgiving, it'is, ironically, the most self-indulgent
·e xpression of thanks to ever occur in one day. For this
reason, I don't regr~t if my comments have spoiled the
moment. Somehow, I think nothing will. Not pictures of the
homeless, not starving children in China, and definitely not
mindless editorials · gracing front pages of self-indulgent
newspapers.

©YANKEE ·FORECASTS ©
November18
llNH
over ·UMASS
by
UCONN
over URI
by
YALE
over HARVARD .by
HOLY_CROSS over BUCKNELL by
.I.MADISON
over - N. EASTERN .by
WILL.& MARY - ,o~er. RICHMOND . by

kn°'~.

.Upset of the Year•·
Dartmouth overPenn.

year

10
3

7
17 ·
14
10,.

by7

· NOTE: Each Week, when the column misses
predictions on more than 2games, $75 will be
donated to UNH Athletics.
.

0

' Daniel Webster: "there's nothing so powerful as the
truth."
.
Joanna: Marino, former editor of The New Hampshir
now lies but a lump, on the office ~h. · __
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The Meeting is 7:30 to 9 :30
in the Carroil Room, MUB
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.Learn the facts about the world we live in:
.
.
this is ~n education moveme!f-tft:om a Nationall~
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-Transsexuals expose their identities
By Annmarie Timmins

At a glance, · Stephanie when they first realized their · ani a better person" since
admitting his cross-dressing:
Chandler, in her three inched desires to express .their
Chandler said that his
spiked heels, black · hosieiy, femininity, they participated
skirt, and sheer white blouse, in sports and other .pbysical , employees prefer ·to come to
appeared to be a woman. She actlvitiesasacover-upforthdr- ·him rather than .other
colleaguesbecausetheyregard
, wasn't. A biological male and feminine qualities.
him as mqre personable.
Because there is astigina
· across-dresser, he said, ..don't
Of men, interacting_with
let the silly clothes fool you."
attached . to feminine men,
women, ·. Hengan said, "'Ihey
Attempting ' to correct' . these men found "coming out
never lqok at your eyes, they
misconceptions about cross- of the doset", as.Hengan said,
look at your chest." Dressed
. dressing and transsexualism, veiy difficult.
as a woman .he says he has a
Chandlerand.threeothermen,
Chandler says tt was
different perspedive.
Karen Ann Nielsen, . Gena: difficult .. because it went
The ·men have been
Hengan and Denise Jeffeiys, against everything . I had
troubled with very little
spoke to an audience of about leamecf since day one." .
harassment because of their
25 last night in Conant:
Jefferys, as -most of the
According to Chandler ..the · otherS, recalls early metrioties . cross,.dressing. Since Jefferys
has completely transformed _
information presented .about of feeling unusually feminine.
us is incorrect." Many title At age 8, Jeffeiys was dressing himself from Dennis; the man
cross-dressing
and in his mother's clothes. · .. It .he was, to Denise, the.w oman
he is now, he has received
transsexualism as a disorder .made me feel strangely good,"
nothing but support from his
and be.li~ve those involved to · he said.
peers who know him as both
be homosexuals.
FormostofhislifeJefferys
persons .
..What's wrong with it?" . cross-dressed
s:e crecy,
. The men frequently g~t _
Chandler asked. He explained unable to come to terms with •
stares
and Chandler said he
tii'.at transvestism, not cross- the paranQia conc~rning his
had been approached by men
dressing, is done for .sexual sexuality.· He became severely
who wanted to buy him a drink.
reasons, such as -to attract depressed and began to drink
He laughed and recalled saying
members of the opposite sex.
heavily and is now a recovering
to the man."Don't let the silly
These three heterosexual alcoholic.
·· ·
clothes fool you, I'll break your
cross-dressers and one
Through peer groups,
legs."
transsexual, heing J .effereys, such as -riff~ys", ofWo}?um,
They all saiq shopping can
are all ~arried With children. Massachusetts, group all
be difficult at times. b11t .,
Chandler emphasized the these men belon~ to, Jefferys
Hengan said he can flt into his
iII,¼portance of .the issue . as . wa·s ·able to express his
wife's wardrobe. They· shop
~mg gep.der~ ~not sex. He · femininity openly. ..All those
together and borrow •· orie
defmedsexasmaleandgender problems have gone away,"
another's clothes. " .
as masculine. ··He said he is a , said Jeffecys. ..I'm having a
The men addressed ,the ·
ni;,m because ..sex is stroqgly' wonderful life now." ·
issue.bfwoq:ien cro~s:..dre~sing,
biological. It'~ above your ·
·:'F or a · time, Jefferys
saying that .it is '1ess openly
~eecaps," .
thought cross-dressing was
expressed and the,refore,, has
q~~der, how~ever, ~s.w~~t , , ~~t1sfyinghlsfemminedesires
ht~is ~~ressin~; throagh:.,Jii~ ,,, ~· ~d :o nly.twiithin the'il~st year . f ewers~ppqrt gr.qup~~~:~.!!Ri>qf,t
groups for men, like Tiffanyj;"
cross-dressing. ..I can be has he realized. that he is a
exceed 200,· in numb~r
masculine and feminine. And transsexual. He decided to
throu.ghout - the· country.
eveiyday ,I'm a lady."
have sulgery and become
Jefferys ·s~d. however, there
These men cross-dress, as female.
are more transsexuals looking
Chandler said, .. to enjoy my
He says or'the decision, .. I
for
. support now than there
fe)Jlale side of my personality." needed to go further. I needed
were in·the past.
He said ..the clothes become' a full expression of my
Support groups have
se,condary issue" for them. femininity." ·
definitely helped these men.
Clothes are simply the means ·
The other men, however,
They believe it has ~en more
· by which they can express are satisfied to "get dressed~
valuable than a psyGhologist.
themselves in a way that is as H'.engan referred to it, just a
socially acceptable.
few nights a week. And then · Chandler, once uneasyabouf
cross-dressing, ' now says,
Chandler said that he can they admitted that at ·times
"This
is my own trip. I'm no(
express happiness, sadness the ftill make-\lp necessai:y to ·
prepared to share it with you,
and anger differently when cover facial hair is P lot of
but if I have to I'm more than
dressed as a woman. He said work.
happy
to;
I'm not
he has always been accused of
All the mert have told their
e·m bariassed."
~inga hugger and as a woman wives and feel that their wives
. All the men agreed with
he can· easily' expres·s her .. tolerate" 1their femininity, as . .
Chandier: "Once you listen to
Chandler said. They also feel,
feelings ..·
us maybe we're not so had as
Ea1:h ofthe men expressed in some ·~espects, that their
you thought."
a ·. dislike for the 'macho' ancl wivesappreciatetheirfeminine
The men will be speaking
'Rambo' type men that aspectsbecaus~theyaremore
again
in Williamson Hall ~t 7
fre'q uently
. represent sensitive
· and
more
p.m. on Monday, November
.masculinity. However, . they ·compassionate men., .
20·.
said that in their .e arly years,
Hengan said, .. I feel that I

For a rutur~ offering excellent profession~),and financial potentJal,
the smart choice is AOP;. If you're gra.qua.ting soon wi,th a .. · .
aachelor's degree, you can get started with the. #1 independent ·
.
,
,
computing services company in the U.S. • ·

sa)eS •T rainiJlg_..
.

rrogratn . ·.

This structurep development
. .
program gives you the training and prqduct
knowledge necessary to become an intelligent and confident sales professional. You'll learn about lead development; support and post.sales functions. What's more; you'll be· part of a r.espected -corporation that's achieved rttorc:I revenues and earn{ngs:for the 40~h ··
. con~utive year. Made the monthly- New York_ Stock Exchan_ge
"Top 50" U.t for more than 180 months. An.d· 1s ranked # ~ 5 m ,
market .value on Fortune SOO's list of service companies .
To learn more about this valuable training program; please . 4~
· call Lisa Guder at (617) 890-2500 (ext~ 5142) for more
Information.
'
Automatic 'i>ata Processing, Inc., 225 Second ~venue,
-~
Waltham, MA 02254. An equal Opp()rtunity emplorer.
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reservation system.
· .. When he (LoFenzo)
bought Eastern, the company
had $5 billion in revenue, and
~hen the strike began, East- .
em had a revenue of$3.5 bil-·
lion."
(,
Bridge described Lorenzo
and his people at Texas Air as
crooks, and said, "if these ·
people's lips are moving, they
- are .lying."
The Eastern strike began
wp.en the mechanics walked
off the job last March 4th
because'L otenzoorderedapay
cut
all Eastern workers.

for

Pilots, flight crews, and bag- gage handlers followed suit
immediately thereafter and
hav~ been on strike ever since.
OnMarch9~. Lorenzofiledfor
bankruptcy.
Bridge said that there was
initialhopeamongtheworkers
that .Eastern would be saved
through the court process and
the company would-be bought
out from Lorenzo. The cour~
granted Lorenzo a 120 day
.reorganization period. Ip this
periodoftime, Eastern has lost
$600rnillion, and according to
Bridge, is beyond help. ·

. . ·"There is still hope tl;iat · service to the passengers is
, someone will come in and sat- second r~te. There has been a
isfy the stockholders by offer- reported increase in lost bag. ing them 50 to 70 cents on : gage and with a lack of qualitheir dollar and rescue the · fled mechanics and··_money to
airline, but the chance_s of that fix planes,,·the planes may fly
are very slim," said Bridge.
routeswWl~notlegallycapable
Becausethestrikingwork- · of it.
ers believe that the future of
According to a pamphlet
their airline is limited, they are circulated earlier this ye~r for
urging the public not to fly on the"FightFrankLorenzofund"
Eastern or any other Lorenzo. workerswhoareunhappywith
owned airline (Continental; their wages and working con-'
SAS).
· ditions, as are many employStrikers maintain that ees at Continental, will not
withmanyofthetrairiedwork- provide good service to .t he
ers out on the picket line, the

passengers. The money that
the passengers pay qoes not go ·
to improvements of the planes
and workers,. added the pamphlet.
Bridge concluded by adding that Eastern is losing about
.$1.8 million every day, so they
~ll have to take shortcuts. ·
..Lorertzo is the only person who .
is making aI)y mort.e y here," ·
said Bridge. ..Lorenzo
walk
off as one of .t he richest cree,p s
in history," , ,

will
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10 Congress St.
Downtown
Portsmouth
431~8244
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Cr az y Pr ic es
.
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_

Hours
Mon. - Thurs .
9:30~6:00 ·
Fri 9:30-8:00
Sat 10:00-5:00

'

HU.GE SE LE CT IO N ON
COMPACT DI SC S & CA SS ET TE S

·0
0
0
0

WE BUY, SELL, & TRAD E USED CB& LPs
WALK MANS &iPOR TABLE S
AUDIO -CD PLAYE RS, RECEI VERS, etc.
VIDEO - VCR,, CAMC ORDE RS, & T'8

0 TICK ETM A·S TER OUT LET

Worces ter Centru. m, Orpheu m, Wang -Center, etc.

$$$$
: ' 0 COAS T BUS STOP ACRO SS

STREE T IN MARK ET SQUA RE

TTHENEW: HAMPSHIREFRIDA.Y, NOVEMBElt 17; '1989:>
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Er igl ish ·cl ub ho sts a · .
ni gh t Of po etr y an d piz,za
by John J>oherty.
pop up a lot in. my ·writing, "
.Who says Durham
Fleische r. "Do not
warned
doesn't h~ve culture?
, they won't bite."
alarmed
be
Wednes day night, 50 diean Archeology,"
"Suburb
d
squeeze
ans
hard bohemi
a funny off-beat poem about
into the baseme nt ofthe Tin
kids unearth ing buried pets
Palace for an ·evening of poin their baceyar ds, and the
~er.
and
etry, fiction, pizza
heavily metaph orical "ScorThe night, hosted by
pion" reveal Fleische r'.s huUNH's fledgling English club,
morous , polishe d writing
was the first of its kind:
style.
.. It used to be, in small
"Touchi ng the Past" by ·
towns · and on college camteacher Dot .Kasik .
English
puses, coffee houses would
ay, half-fictiQn.
half-ess
was
.
his
read
to
invite in a writer
While relating bits of her
work instead of having a band
and
play," said English club · family history, colorful
tradland
heritage
in
heavy
founde r Heathe r Wood.
tion, she interjec ted com-·
"That's what we're going for
ments about the breakdo wn
here."
of. the extende d family in
Nine writers read original
.
America
works of poetiy and fiction.
is a bit like a class
"This
Virginia
and
Wood
Some, like
reunion for me," said retired
Morgan were undergr aduates ,
English Professo r, Don Murothers were graduat e student s
ray. Forty four years ago,
UNH.
or teacher s at
.. I know that some of the . Murray came to UNH and
teacher s get togethe r for read- . joined the poetry club.
"That was all I wrote as
ings,,; said Wood. "But I tbink
aduate; no news
undergr
an
nity
opportu
this · is the first
essays, no ficrio
stones,
this."
Hke
ng
somethi
for
ned to be
determi
was
I
·
tion.
Nora Nevin,, an English
poet."
a
401 and 501 teacher, started
· Since then, Murray has
off the night. Her story "The
gone on to journal ism and ·
Girls," related the feelings of a
other endeavo rs, but he remother as she brough t her
matµs active in poetiy. He
two young daughte rs shopread several poems he has
·
fatheir
for
ping for dresses
had publish ed as well as
thers''w edding.· _
some "that haven't been: re"No pie.c e ,ofwriti1?-gls ever
yet."
jected
beforeperfect," said Nevin·
greatest joy a poet
"The
ever
is
piece
no
"And
hand.
can have is to· share his
fmi$ped . ~ I thought this stoiy
claj.med a nervous
work,"
I
was .done this morning and
Telford, befo.re readRichard
endthe
g
rewritin
ended up
ing four of .his. most recent·
ing before I got here."
poems.
Gradua te poetry student
"The Music Box,"
told
Phil Flei~ch er said he was
s poem taking _place
Telford'
obmy
about
"write
to
once
in an outdoo r cafe- in
sessions ."
Portsm outh, took a hard
as
· Fleische r's·obses sions,
honest look at city life and
inpoems,
several
shown in
loneline ss.
clude insects.
Virginia Morgan read an
"You may find that little
"Breakf ast is Best" and
essay,
bugs arid other crustac eans

her short stoiy "The Pattern
ofa Sweater ." . Morgan 's style,
descript ive and express ive,
made eve!) an essay extolling
the virtues of breakfa st entertaining.
Mario Duarte, a graduat e
student from the much .heralded Iowa Writer's Worksh op, .
read several poems from a
collectio n of work that sexved
as his thesis in Iowa.
"Exquis ite Corpse" by Colleen Connor s, bordere d on the
surreal at times. Written as a
series ofrules to live by, it was
· at times humoro us, at times
psyched elic.
An open-m ike session followed the schedul ed readings .
..I never expecte d this kind
of turn-ou t," ,said Wood. "I
told the people at the Tin Palace we might, might have
twenty people. We had over
fifty."
The .UNH English club is
the brain,;c hild of Wood, a
sophom ore, who was surprised she found no existing
club when she aqived at the
univers ity last year.
The club holds weekly
meeting s ~here member s can
critique each other's writing
and plan activitie s. Interest ed
people can contact Pat Sullivan in the English departm~n t . or Jeave ·a - note• for,. . !!,
Heather Wood on the bulletin ·
board in Ham-Sm ith outside
the English office.
Wood is hoping to have
another reading soon.
_ "rm not sure when," said
Wood:. "The respons e tonight
·
was good."
. Yes, and so was the pizza.
'As long as the poetiy is good
and the beer is cold, UNH artists will pr~babl y pack themselves into the TP when the
opportu nity arises once again.
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·
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Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. .

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarsh ips,
• fellowship
s, grants, and loans, represent ing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
scliolarsh jps are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
.•• Many
There's money available for students who have been newspape r car- .
riers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers .... etc.
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IF YOUR AIM IS HIGH
TECHNOLOGY, AIM HIGHERWITH /
AIR FORCE ROTC.
'You're ,re'acningfor ~.sci'ence or engineering degree
· college. Your~ultimate goal: a career
in high technology. . ·
Air Force ROTC can be your best way to
.
·· move into the highest technologies. You can .
emerge from college an Air Force officer, ready to
help develop laser, sat~llite and other systems. ·
There are many other advantages, .too. Call·
·

in
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

AID S,

cont inue d from page 3
"What's being done here
issues •on college campus es
lJnivers ity as far · as
the
at
can be develop ed.
on is good," said
educati
AlDS
tion,
informa
"Repeat ing
Dr. Cody. · ..What remains to ·
but in innovati ve ways, intebe done is widespr ead faculty
gratingA IOS educati on in dif·
·
educatio n."
and
fere'n t campus medium s
on
educati
of
ion
Integrat
·
by
policy
AIDS
an
adoptin g
is · a priority as well, · added
the adminis tration are all ef·
·Cody.
fective," claimed Keeling.
Gildea.
to
ing
Accord
conis
..As far as AIDS
Dinzeo, an AIDS policy is in
cerned, the adminis tration
·
place at UNH:
sets the tone for the campus ,"
atwas
st
broadca
The
said Rhoda Rivera, a practictended by about ·50 people.
ing attorney who represe nts
people with AIDS, and a pro- · Most attenda nts were memhers ofStuden t affairs or were
fessor of law at Ohio State
Residen t Hall Directo rs or
Univers ity.
Residen t Assista nts. the
of
n
receptio
UNH
The
With the excepti on of
teleconf e;tence was organiz ed '
Dean of Studen t Affairs Gregg
by UNH staff psychol ogist Dr.
Sanborn , no administra-::
J.
dite
Paul Cody, and Associa
was represen ted.
tion
on
Educati
Health
of
·
rector
..It's indicativ e, to some
and Promoti on Kathlee n Gildea-Din zeo.
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U.S GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS
-camautlage clothing
-field jackets "
....
-boots .
-overcoats
-hoods-flyers coveral.ls
~snowcamo
•Thurs. Fri~ Sat. 12:00-5:0

ji .

RTE. 4 Northwo od Ri(lge
. 942-5378
.

Round Trips from Boston from:

338
LONDON
370
FRANKFURT
438 -COPENHAGEN
438
MADRID
370
CARACAS
798
RIO
:,
749
TOKYO
Taxes not included.
Restrictions apply.One way
fares available.EURAIL
'
pass$s issued on the spot!
FREE Student Travel Catalog!

ESSAYS
:&REPORTS ·
19,278 to choose from - all subjects

Order Catalog· Today with Visa/MC or COO

1-0222·
·•· 800-35
in Calif.1213) 47H!226

· na1Travcl

Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Custom re.!!earch also available-all levels

MIT Boston Harvard Sq
66-1916 497-149 7 ftS-155 5

'

'

..

extent, thatthe y do not recognize the magnitu de of the potential .problem facing us,"
said Sanbor n. Sanbor n
pointed out his belief that, "
There has been adminis tration support for the new AIDS
policy." .
"It's frustrat ing," said
Cindy Garthw aite, assistan t
·dean of student affairs. "We're
preachi ng to · the converte d
here.
"The informa tion here is
compell ing'and the educatio n
strategi es are real specific, but
they ( the adminis trators)
aren't here."
The teleconf erence was
viewed at Channe l 11, and was precede d and followed by
informa tion and discuss ion
session s.

..

...

. ...

. ... .

.

.

'

.

.
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"I'11e finally discovered
the formula for taking
the late nights out
of lab class ... "
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Just in time foi: the holidays: great savings on IBM.P~/2's.
.

.

{

...

This new year, resolve to maintain the perfect chemistry betwe.e n work and fun . .We've just made it .easier, be~
. cause nowyou can get a terrific buy on an IBM PersonalSystelll/2®, with easy-to-use software loaded and ready ,
..
_
to go.
_
_
Now from IBM you can get special student prices on selected models of PS/2's® already loa,d ed with easy-·to-use,software.
.
- .
.

-- PS/2 Model 50z-1Mb memory, 80286 ,
. (10MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch _diskette
drive (1.44Mb), 30Mb fixed ·disk drive, Micro
Chan~el architecture, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0,-Microsoft Windows/286, Word 5.0/*Excel,**
hDC _Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager _ ·
and hDC Windows Color. ,. :. .
J :,.29~5!00..

. "-

l'.•

PS/2 Model 70-4Mb memory, 80386
(16MHz) processor, one 3.5-inch diskette
drive (1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel architecture, IBM,Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386, W~rd 5.Q,** Excel,**
•hDC Windows ·Express; hDC Windows Manager
and hDC Windows Color.
4995.00

And from the store:
While supplies last. .

_

Color Model 25 - 640k Memory, 8086(8MHz) processor,
one 3.5-inch diskette drive(720Kb),
20mb' Seagate Hard Drive, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0.
1650.00

Model 50z-1Mb memory, 80286 (lOM~) processor,
one 3.5-inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), w/30mb Hard Drive,
1i" Color Display, DOS 4.0, WordPerfect 5.0.
2600.00

, J1ow are you going to.do it? _

----_,___
- ----·------ -----·-

-- - - - - -®
--

. -

lllli - - -

·For more iriformation go .to:
-·The University Technology Center
Thompson Hall • Room 14A •- 862~1328 .
· Monday -Friday 9:00 -~.m.✓ - 3:.00 p·.rn. .
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. tickets $3.50 before and $4~00 at the door

il

"Call for your order ahead of time, It will be ready
when you arrive"

I~

I
I·

Ii

I

I

~[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~!
For Prompt Deliveries.~. call. ..

868-2224
From 5:00pm to Close
11

ioC.........
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$ ..
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I

see any
sister to buy
tickets!

~

all you
can eat! ·

Nov. 19, 1989· at ,Phi Mu

i9'¾

. ..

- _-_ . ~~ .
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Committee on Central America Presents: .

CONTRA!
Edgar Chamorro
Former Contra-lead er
.Strafford Rm.
MUB '.
University of
New Hampshire

Tuesday, ·
November
21st
·7:00pm

Students
$2.00

Non-Studen ts· $3.-00
Sposored by
P.F.O.
and ·C.I.P
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Edito rial
Frank Lorenzo:· an evil man
Once upon a time a big happy family all
worked together to build a successful, proud airline . .
Many members devoted · 20 years or more to the
company and passengers they wished to serve for t}le
rest of their careers. But one ·day, an evil capitalist
maggot bought the airline right out from underneath
the cheerful workers' noses and stole everything from
therri~ . It was a heinous case of child abuse. · This
demonic new step-father's main . ambition was to
effectively mutilate his newly .acquired kids, wi~out
anyregard totheirfuturewelfareorwell-be ing. Allhe
wanted was to-make big fat slimy bucks.
This is the far-from-fahy tale story of Frank
torenzo and his demolition of Eastern Airlines.
Lorenzo, a thieving, manipulative unionbuster, is the owneroftheTexasAirCorpora tion, the
parent company that is also the owner of both
Eastern and Continental Air Lines. A few years ago,
Lorenzo _bought the formerly successful Continental
and turried it into a bankrupt corporation. His ·sole·
intention · was to ·break the unions. and create · an
airline whose laborers were forced to work for peanuts. The same federal judge who ruled that Lorenzo
could, in fact, voic;l the union contracts actually
Joined the law firm that represented Continental in
the bankruptcy case a few weeks after his decision.
Th,e former.judge's new salary has been reported as
tripling, and Lorenzo acquired what he wanted ...a
union-free airline he could unethically manipulate to
his money~monging heart's desire.
Lorenzo's only purpose in acquiring Eastern
was to sell off the assets and transfer the moneyto the
rest of his Texas Air empire. He effectively drained
Eastern o(valuable fmancial resources to rescue the
fmancially troubled (and now union-free!!) Continental. In-one blatant instance, Lorenzo sold "System
. One", Eastem's reservc.1tion system -valued at more
that $300 million to .(guess who?) Continental for a

$100 million note at 6 percent for twenty years. ('Ihe
experience and expertise that former Eastern memarket value of this note was only $40 millionllll)
chanics had. Discouraged pilots report being forced
Nothing has been paid on itas yet. Now Eastern must · to fly planes with known mechanical .problems.
pay Continental ten million dollars a month for the Warning a Congressional committee that the airline
use. It d~sn·t take 'much to realize that such a move was cutting comers, a veteran Eastern pilot said, "I
is not profitable or remotely intelligent. ·. . unless
predict disaster unless this bottom-line. financially
you're Frank Lorenzo and your main purpose in life
oriented group alters its course. "
· is to royally bash your employees. This is what
The few pre-strike pilots who remained flying
Lorenzo wanted. He wanted to sell off bits and pieces are Joined in the cockpit by inexperienced rookies
of Eastern for the sole purpose of enriching his own who have jumped at the opportunity to fly the big
Texas Air. He could care less what happened to
planes. Pilots with little seniority have become
Eastern.
.
captains "overnight". In one instance a young pilot,
Last .December, when Eastern machinists· hired after the strike began and who had never even
contracts were on the verge of expiration, Lorenzo flown a 727, be.c ame a captain in only 47 days at his
asked them to take a 40 percent cut in pay... on top
new job. (Normally pilots must fly at a firm for 17-20
of previous wage freezes. Toe ·machinists had no years before they earn that rank of captain). Many of
choice but -to walk out on strike. Their experience
the few pilots who have returned since the strike now
didn't matter to Lorenzo. He could easily replace
find_ themselves flying Junior to these inexperienc~d
them with unskilled workers. What he didn't expect,
pilots flying in the Captain's seat.
however, was that pilots and flight attendants, realLorenzo has not learned from earlier trageizing what was happening-to their once proud airline,
dies. It was determined that an inexperienced flight
would enthusiastically join the machinists in their crew was responsible for the 1987 crash of a Contistrike.
nental plane in Denver, Colorado. That crash, effecThe extent of the hate for Lorenzo can be
tivelycausedbyLorenzo'sinsis tenceofhiringcheaper,
gauged by the sqlidarity of the strikers who are younger ·pilots, caused the ·needless deaths of 28
currently fighting against 'him. The .workers have
people .. ,includingthelivesoftheyoun gpilotandcojoined forces in an attempt to stop him from
pilot. As Tom Bridge, a striking Eastern pilot of 17
dismantling their airline they have worked so many · .years, said Tuesday night in the MUB, "obviously my
trillions of hours to build.
. experience wasn't worth.it."
Although effectively grounded for some time, ·
---.. By continuing their strike, 1 Ea.stem workers
Eastern is back in the skies. If Eastern machinists,
have hung their lives on the line in an attempt to save
pilots, and flight attendants aren't on the Job~ who is?
themselves and ·passengers from Frank, the bloodAlthough a few .employees have returned -back to
sucking weasel. Lorenzo cares for nothing _but the
work because they could no longer afford the finanprofit he can slurp up at ai;iy cost.
cial burden of unemployment, most have remained
. t
. steadfast in their fight agains_t Lorenzo.
.ry
T~rri Danisevic·h ,,. ' .
Mechanical work at Eastern is .being perNews Editor
formed in part by non-contract help who lack the

Letters .
Parking Hell
To The Editor,
·This is directed to
Gordon Haaland, Roger
Beaudoin, Paul Kopreski and
everyone else responsible for
the parking regulations and
enforcement of such policies
here on cam.pus.
· A month, maybe six
weeks ago, the president of our
university sent a letter to the
parerits ofstudents here at UNH
regarding the rapes which have
occurred on campus. In ·that
letter Haaland said that he
understood the worry and
concern parents were experiencing because he himself is a
parent. He then assured our
parents that the UNH community was doing everything they
could to prevent any more
rapes.
What I would like
Gordon Haaland to do now is to
write a letter to the parents and
friends of UAC residents. In
that letter I would like him to
explain why guests, friends and
parents of the · UAC residents
should have to park in C-lot
(between the MUB and Martin's
parking lot) and walk to the
UAC. Are we not promoting
safety on this campus? This
· .,policy contradicts Haaland's

'safe campus' campaign in that change the policy because all
· the administration. We don't tion which apparently isn't
it forces women to walk -alone the permits in the lot have been want our friends and relatives interested
in helping?
across campus to see their distributed(one permit for each walking around the campus at Deborah A Albert
friends. Late at night does this space in the lot). what the night. But how .do you get an _ Michele L. Roberts
seem like a briliant idea? Call administration hasn't done is answer from an administra- , Catherine E: Smith
the escort service you say? We taken the time to see that many
are all aware \that the escort (approx. 20) spaces are not used
service is a very inefficient . on a daily basis and that alsystem and few people are will- most the entire 02 lot is etnpty
ing to wait the 20-30 minutes it on weekends. We have been
takes for an escort to arrive. free to use this lot in past years
Where does one cali from to get for our guests at night and on
an escort - a car phone? -the weekends without .it causing a
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief
middle of the parking lot?· No; great problem for many people.
they have to walk alone to a Yes, the hockey game parking·
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor
phone and then wait alone for is a pain for the residents
KAREN McDONALD. News Editor
TERRI DANISEVICH. News Editor
the escort to arrive; This all however hockey games don't
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor
JOHN KELLEY. Sports Editor
seems to defeat the hard work last forever nor are they every
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor
BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor
of Kim Varney and the Student night of the week.
.
DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
Senate to promote safety on
DENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
We think oµr guests · KRISTI SUDOL. Forum Editor
KIM WERDERMAN, Business Manager
campus. Are they wasting their would be a lot safer being able
Advertising Associates
News lleporters
Nancy Roberts
time? I hope not.
to park in our lot
Christine Leinsing
Roi Alouois
Arts Staff lleporter
Sophia
Piel
Brent Anderson
Marc Mamigonian
Why has this issue
(which £all accomdate
Melissa Sharples
Tammy Annis
Arts lleporters
come about? Because the uni- them) rather than parking, in
Asst Business Mgr.
Kim Armstrong
Sean Carroll
Michael Lyons
·Jonathan Arthur
Matthew Gross ·
versity thinks its in their own C-lot half way across campus
Graphic Managers
lshi Burdett
J. W, Morss
Marie Garland
best interest to start enforcing and walking to the UAC. UniJolene Dadah
John Turner
Kim Hilley
Birger Dahl
Sports ·lleporters
a policy which ·has not- been versity police are often referred
Graphic Assistants
Laura Deame
Philip Astrachan
enforced for the past two aca- to as "public safety." Three · Christifle Baril
· John Doherty
Chris Benedek
Alison Brown
Heather Grant
Frank Bonsai
demic years. This is a policy of rapes on campus do not conJodi MacMillan
Mike Guilbault
Glenn Hauser
Heidi Oldakowski
Ellen Harris
24:- hour a day, 7-day a week stitute a 'safe public' in our
Jeff Novotny
News Briel& Editor
Tracy Henzel
Liisa Reimann
ticketing in the UAC lot (D l ,D2). minds. Asking people to waJ.k
Anita Davies
Stephanie Igoe .
Lisa Sandford
Michelle
Adam
Stacy
Kendall
·
Toby
Trotman
The majority of the UAC resi- across campus at . night is
Joanne Marino
Rick Yager
dents do not agree \.\'.'ith this asking for trouble.
On-the-Spot Editor
Susan Mccarter
Cartoonists
Melissa McKenzie
Neon McCarthy
Jeff Horris
policy (yes, we did ask), as is '
It is obvious that not
Eileen. McEleny
John Hirtle
Photographers
evident by the letter presented everyone will'be happy with all
Lynn Mezzano
Kurt Krebs
Michelle Adam
Sc;lrah Merrigan
Dick Sawyer
to Paul Kopreski from the.UAC · policies at UNH. The parking
Eric Andrews
John Roberts
Copy Editors
Blaise T. Mosse
Laura Deame
resident council. Our letter problem at · the UAC is one
Alty Schade
Ed Sawyer
Ellen Harris
Marjorie Smith
asked for a change in policy which can be solved ifwe stop
Brian White
KristenWaelde
JohnZiomek
_____________ __.
and we were told they couldn't getting the run-ar9und from . _____________
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Universit}:. .Forum
The name doesn't mClke the crime
by Heather G. MaCLeod ..··
Rape.
" The crime of forcing a person to submit to
So, men, keep a few things in tnind. Every
· sexual .i ntercourse." Part of that is right, in man on the face of God's green Earth has the
It's an ·ugly word, isn't it?
saying that it is the forcing of something. and POTENTIAL to rape. Whether or not he will _
Sexual assault.
That's what the lawyers and the judges and refraining from calling the intercourse ~sexual." actually use this potential is up to him~Don't get .
. _____,t he government and even the doctors . have My problem ·is with the other part. Whoever . me wrong-I'm not saying that all men are ·
started to·calUf. No one likes the word "rape," so wrote the definition is ·assuming that people unable to control. themselves to tb,e point that
society has found another set ofw6rds to replace who are raped actually submit to ~t. therefore they have to attack a woman. Ninety percent of c·
it. The term "sexual assault" sometimes covers the writer is dumber than he or she -has been the men in the world are really nice, supportive '· ·'2
a broader spectrum of so-called "sexual" crimes given credit for. True; some people do submit; people. But hell, · even the guy that most
(my reason for putting "sexual" fn quotes will be you'd be amazed at what you'd submit to when resembles Bambi could lose control in a fit of --1
explained in a moment), but most of the time the you have a knife next to your throat or a .38 drunkenness. There's always the possibility~If
bottom line still comes down to one word: Rape. pointed at your temple. But there are just as you are ever with a girl. a.nd and she tells you ,
. My reason for putting "sexual" in quotes is many people who will fight right down to the "No," to anything, assume she means if and .
this: I don't understand why society has decided very death, if need be, to prevent being hurt in back off. Maybe she is teasing, 'but I wouldn't
that.it is OK to referto a crime as violent as rape this way.
count on it if I were you. Of course, that's not to .
A few days ago a male tried to assure me that say that rape can't happen the other way around,
with anything that refers to sex. The two have
absolutely nothing to do with each other. For women who are raped "ask for it," and that a lot so it is just as much your right as hers to say _.
those of you who are confused, let me take a of the women actually "want it." As· you can - "No," or "I'd like to 'be with you tonight, but I
moment to c1¢ar things up for you.
· ' in)agine, a controversy arose over his remarks. don't want to have sex with you;"
Take som~ething you use every day, like. a My retort was something )along this line: Rape
And women, you need to remember a few
frying pah. What is .it used for? If you said, is a violent crim~nothing more, nothing less. things too. You have the absolute right to sai
"cooking," you;re on the right track. Now, if I It ~sin no way whatsoever sexual. True, I can "No," or at least "Not tonight," to any man, in
come
3/-0U, with a frying pan and knock you
question the juq.gement of some women- spite of any-circumstance;
also have to right :·
over ili:~ head with it, is that an act of cooking? whether it be about the way they dress, or to protect yourself from .harm in whatever
Now compare the example of the frying pan whether or not they hitchhike from place to · manner is necessary. But if·you have .been
to a man's penis. Along with ifs obvious biological place, or whether or not they allow themselves raped, you're not alone. One out of every three
uses, it is· used for sex. If a man attacks a to become overly intoxicated in an unfamiliar women will be raped within her lifetime.' There
woman, by penetrating her with his penis, in the . setting, but my opinion about a woman is are many organizations.that can help you-come
same aggressive tnanner that I might have been irrelevant. Awom~n·s sense of responsibility- to terms and live with your expedence. If you
using when I hit you over tlie head with a frying or lack thereof-does not excuse anian's violent need help,, get it. There is too much fain involved
to try to .handle it all by yourself. · .
pan, is that an act of sex? No way. Rape is very · actions in any way: No woman eve·r ASKS to be with
·
·
·
No matter what, don't put the responsibility ·
much an issue of power. Somehow the act of raped.
As 'for actually WANTING to be raped, go
foryourself on anyone else ... use good)udgement.
forcing a woman (or even, although it is much
more rare, another man) into intercourse of one pack tp the frying pan episode. Ifl hit you over As I said -earlier, you're never ASKING to be
sort or another makes some ·men feel the head. if I hit you really hard, so hardthat you raped, but when you put yourself in a vulnerable
accomplished or impo~ant: Powerful. It is still have to go_to the hospital .and have dozens of situation you are taking chances and increasing ·
somewhat of a mystery, ev:en to the best of · stitches, it must obviously be because you the risk factor.-.
.
Think about it.
therapists, exactly what it is that can make a wanted it, right? I didn't think so.
No one asks or wants to be raped. If they did,
man feel so weak or powerless tnat he has to "
regain" his sense of" power" through violence, · it wouldn't be called rape, because ~lir society Heather G. MacLeod is a.freshman and advocate•
has other words for that, sexual intercourse for the Sexual Harassment and Rape Prevention
but it happens, ·a11 too frequently.
Program.
American Heritage gives four qefinitions for among them.
rape. The one that pertains to my subject says,

at

You

rape

Lack of education
by Lolly M. McBriarty
The Boston Globe reports .that there have been

110 shoo.~ ngs ihjust the past two months within the
Boston Area. What does this violence mean to a New
I:Iampshirestudent secluded within a state university?
It points to racial conflicts, and as educated students
we must speak up.
However, looking at our education, it does not
surprise _me that we are unaware of cultural
differences. New Hampshire is a predominantly white
society, and our education is anything but complete.
I am a product of sixteen years of New Hampshire's
educational system, and this is the first year I have
had a black professor. Not one of my English teachers
ever introdu ced Ishmael Reed, Leroi Jones, or Ralph
Ellison into·the core curriculum of Shakespeare and
Emily Dickenson. Not one of my history tea ch ers
covered .Malcolm X and Martin Luther King with the
same breath as Abraham Lincoln and George
Washington. Without these cultural differences a
complete education is not possible.
A great misconception is embedded in the
philosophy that with the passing of time, progress is
inevitable. We are wrong to believe we are receiving a
"better.. education than those before us. The
progression of time does not resolve prejudices , a nd
technology does n ot guarantee a more educa ted
society.
,
In interviewing KKKrecruiterThomas Herma n, I

was shocked by the realization that he is a product of
our time, our society, our educational system. In
speaking with the University Institutional Research,
I was .shocked by the fact that there are only 207
minority students within a university size of 11,500.
We cannot simply overlook the gaps in our own
learning and dismiss responsibility. Granted,w:e
should have been introduced to more than a ..Dick
and Jane" existence in kindergarten, g~ranted we
should have had more that George Orwell, John
Steinbeck, and Hemingy.ray in high:school, but this is
college. This is now.
'
What can we do to change things? Encourage
h isto:ry and English professors to provide cu rriculum
· that deals with cultu ral differences, attend movies
that bring racial issues into the limelight, provide
resolutions that addres.5 t_h e problem directly. write
to the n ewspa per and keep this issue alive. Since the
execution ofJ ohn Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Malcolm
X and Ma rtin Luther King racial issues have been
· put on th~ back burner. This is a complex issue, a nd
there are no easy answers. But we can at least get rid
of the black lawn jockey across from Wentworth
Douglass Hospital.
Lolly M . M cBrlarty is ajunior majoring in English at

UNH.
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HAALAND, _

·New H~mpshire

made some good points.
Sometirlles he tends to be
dramatic - probably to get his
point across. An awful lot of
},'.esources can go into efforts
to get that last bit of pollution.
You could get more benefit
. elsewhere."
Glen Smart of The Smart
Associates said of Lehr, "On
the whole he's right but
som_e times you have to look at
it case qy case." ' He said Lehr
had made a career of being "a

science is,~ she said, "that
very intelligent person who is
you have to be careful how
not,afraid to speak his mind."
you inform the public."
Susan Russell, graduate
The two day event at the
student in hydrology said_Lehr
New England ·center was
might be "a little optimistic on
organized by Earth Science
the prospects al though I
Professor S. Lawrence
believe we are making
Dingman and is sponsored by
progress. In sonie cases I
think it's true that we can't do . six university, state, and
Ru s s e l1
any more."
federal departments and
agencies and.the Portsmouth
identified the crisis in science
education . as part of the . ~':, ;:;c~aswell, Eichler and
problem, "The public is so
what
unknowledgeable about
.
)

HOUSING,
continued from page 1

I

and sophomores, while the
Senate believed that junior
and senior housing was
needed more.
The Sehate did not believe
that the six person units ·
· proposed last month :were
desirable, or that the proposed
living space was sufficient for
the coexistence of siX p~ople.
The ·architects were now
adding 50 more beds to the
5~0 proposed in October, due

-

••. :.••.·· :.·.··.. : .··.

to a decision by the Board of
Undergraduate Apart)lleri1
Cornplex, Chris Stemdale said
Trustees ofUNH to have a bed
capacity of 600.
to "expect almost all siX persor
According to the Student
apartments." All bedrooms
Senate, quality housing · will probably be doubles.
c'a nnot be built for 600 with
· 1wosingleswhichwere
the money- put aside f_or that
. in the · o_ctober
included
project. The Senate said that
pr?posal wouk~ most likely be
eliminated to satisfy the
bed capacity should be 550.
request .for greater living
Although the Senate was
looking for a project which
space.
Sterndale said he was
would be similar to the
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Arts and Ente rtain ment
The Oresteia : ,Greek revenge epic at UNH

, J)y Bob Durling

· Above-average acting and
· an inherently entertaining
story line combined to make
· Wednesdaynighfsproduction
· -of The Oresteia enjoyable,
· despite the presence of a few
annoying drawbacks.
· · The play. produced, by the
UNH Department of Theater
and Dance, is one of tho~e
Greek revenge epics. sort of
"an eye for an eye for an eye for
an eye." The _· plot is quite _
complex. Basically, there are
four main human characters:
Ag:a memnoh, Clytemnestra. ··
Orestes, and Aegisthos.
Agamemnon arid Cyltemnestra
are married. but Clytemnestra
is seeingAegisthos on the side.
. And . th~re·s some history
behind the whole deal. too;
Agamemnon's father killed two
of Aegisthos' siblings and fed
them to Aegisthos' father,
without him knowing it. (Qood
manners were few and far
between · back then.) So. of
course ; Aegisthos' father
family of
cursed . the
Agamemnon, because eating
his own children wasn ·t a
,Palatable · idea to Aegisthos•
pop. '
In· the course of th~
play,J >
7 9ple ~rop like !lie!S, In
the first · two acts. Aegisthos
· and Clytemnestra kill Agamemnon and Cassandra, a
prophetess. Then Orestes, _a
son of Agamemnon and
Clytemnestra, slaysAegisthos
and his own mother,
Clytemnestra, to avenge his
father's death. This sets up the
big final act; the gnost of
Clytemnestra calls.. upon the
Furies. crazed avenging spirits, to find Orestes guilty and
p~nishable for her murder.
However, Orestes has the god
Apollo on his side, saying that
it was the will of Zeus that
caused him to avenge the death

of his father. The case is taken
beforethegoddessAthena,"who
makes her predictable'. judge- ·
ment at the end of the play.
Theplaystartedoffslowiy,
and this was partly due to the
strange, unnecessary way in
which each· character was
portrayed. Every part had two
people playing it; the mover
and the speaker. The mover -

.
.
or something. This isn•t to say
that the movers were
incompetent; rather. theywere
facedwithaneedlesslydifficult
task. ny moving and emoting
with your body to another
person·s speech-it·s not easy.
The question kept arising.
why did they do it this way?
Program notes by John
Edwards. whodirected the play

yet someone felt the:; need· to
insert occasional bursts of
inappropriate Doctor Who-like
noises which benefited the play
no tone iota. The UNH audience
would be well-seived if a law
banishing goofy · synthesizers
from future plays was passed.
The set, a big castle, was
simply done. Costuming was
·adequate.although the seivant
who accompanied Orestes
looked like a Quaker in 'clown
makeup. The masks were
skillfully done, especially the
truly spooky Furies (picture
. Chaka from 'Land of the Lost' .
with a white face and long, ·
flaming-red hair.)
was
acting
The
C(msistently good. Speaker
Scott . Alan P~rkinson and
Mover . George Livingood
combined to portray a quite
well done Orestes. Kimberly
Bond was excellent as the voice
of Clytemnestra; and · Carrie
. be
should
Morganti
commended for her shrieking
abilftyasCassandra, including
the immortal line, spoken while
having vision, "Look there!
Btilll Cowl Bullcow!" Elizabeth
Wolf added a unique flair as
the mover for Aegisthos,
_ resembling a goose,stepping
·
toy robot.
Quite often the chorus was
difficult to understand, as they
delivered wailing lines ln
staccato fashion to a driving
alongwithLarryRobertson, cite female speakers -had tnale
drum beat.
the influence of Japanese · movers. Apparently this was
That the play proved
puppet theater and the supposed· to add to the nonAmerican Theater of the Deaf realism; but it instead was an 'interesting is a credit to the
(strange bedfellows), and say ; awkward distraction, only , always strong acting- of the
they wanted to use masks · 1engtheiling the emotional UNHTheaterdepartment. One
can only wonder how much
without distorting speech. It's distance between the audience
. more effective it could have
also mentioned that having two and the characters.
The irritating synthesizer been had the few ·f lawed
_J1eople for each part would add
to the mythic, non:-teahstic feei music was present this year, directorial decisions been
eliminated.
of the production. What it as it was last ·semester for
instead did was sap some of . Macbeth. Why the fascination
the passion from the with this? This play had ~.fine,
performances. Two .heads, hi entirely adequate drum sc~re;
the case of the actors. added
up to somethi,ng less than one.
The playwould have been more
powerful with one person for
each rol~~ uniting their own
motions_with their own words,
with perhaps a half-mask to
avoid muffling the dialogue.
Also, some characters with
male speakers w~re portrayed
by female movers. and some

a

was costumed and masked,
and pantomimed the action·as
the speaker, dressed all in
black, hovered behind, saying
all the lines. The effect was like
a poorly dubbed Gc;>dzilla
movie. The -speakers o(ten did
tremendous renditions of their
characters, sl..ll!!_m<ming soulsearing, intense emotions,,
·while the mover made some.
weird Vanna White "Look at
this studio filled with
glamorous prizes" arm sweep·

Strumm er is back without the.Clash
by ,-tare A. ·Mamigonian
a goofy grin on his face. If he
, Maybe Joe · Paradise on Monday night.
Okay.
hadn't delivered after that
When Strummer finally
Strummer isn·t going to slip
made it on stage Monday night display, he would have looked
peacefully into rock -obiivion
·
pretty damn silly.
after all. The former Clash (things got a late start- maybe
The high-energy . set
he was watching the Oilerslead singer/ co-songwriter has
featured a healthy dose of
Bengals game), he delivered a
been mighty quiet since
songs from Earthquake
show that pretty nearly lived
CombatRock, and CombatRock
Weather; all of them, especially
came out when I was in junior up to what one would hope for
"Gangsterville," which has
from someone of Strummer's
high. Frightening, but true;
beeq getting some airplay, and
until recently. all Strummer · ability and reputation.
three
lean
his
and
"Highway One Zero Street," got
Stfl.llllµler
has produced ~has been a
a rougher edged treatment
piece -b~d ripped through
crappy pseudo-Clash . album,
than on the record. ,Other
twenty four songs in just over
Cut the Crap, and work on
ninety minutes. It was clear songs from the new record
soundtracks to Alex Cox flhns
from the beginning that
included "Jewellers and
(Straight To Hell, Walker).
Strummer feels like a returning _"Bums," "Passport To Detroit,"
Finally, Strununer has gotten
"King of the Bayqu," "Ride the ·
back into the thick of things . conqueror; before the oand
Donkey," and the wacked out ·
kicked into the first song,
with a very strong new album.
paraded
he
,City,".
"Dtzzy's Goatee." A listener
"Trash
the unfortunately titled
around the stage, arms . who. hadn't heard the record
Hurricane Weather, and an
upraised, fists clenched, with
might be led to think that the
excitint 'performance at The

whole record has this straight a B.A.0; tune without tones of
forward sound, which is not · samples and characteristic
Dynamite sounds.
strictly the case, but they came
It would have been tough
off well in concert.
for Strummer to have '
The show also included a
completely avoided playing any
number of covers and songs
from Strummer's soundtrack Clash · tunes, but it was a
work. The most memorable.of surprise to hear him tear into
these was a cover of Big Audio as many as he did. Early in the
set he played ..Armagideo.n
Dynamite's "Sight See M.C., ..
to the , delight of the
Time,".'
It
album.
second
their
from
crowd, but it was just the first
was definitely a nice touch to
of many vintage Clash tune&,
hear Strummer rock through
all of which sound as vital as
a song by his former Clash
partner and guitar hero Mick ever. It was a thrill to hear
Strummer shout - '"The
Jones- I.had forgotten that he
Magnificent Seven," "What's .
had co-written the song with
Jones, along with several My Name," "London Calling"
("ii.1~s ls a song · about my
. others on the No. 10 Upping
Street album- ~d he did it
- Strummer page 1-8
justice; still, it was odd to hear

/
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·Pia.Jlisi: Ha ny ConD.ick ·Jr

To uri ng sol d-o ut sho w wit h
sou nd tra ck fro m the ·mo vie
Wh en Ha rry Me t Sa lly ...
'

.

.

'

'

by Michael Landau
Yo:u can always fmd great soundtra ck, sprinkled with a
Jazz in Boston, but this past couple ofConnick' s own pieces.
Friday was a special tr~at. ·-The album · has sold ov~r
Pianist and vocalist HanyCo n- 300,000 copies and ·r eached
n_ick Jr., best known for re- number-o ne on-Billboard's Jazz
the
cording
soundtr ack for
the movie When
Hany Met Sally

,kicked off a na_tlonal tour with
sold-ou t
two
shows at- the
Berklee Perfonnanc e Center.
Connick was accompani ed by his
jazz trio and a 30piece orchestr a ·
conduct ed by
Marc Shaiman .
Conni ck
wants to be seen
as an all-aroun d
entertain er. "The
reason I didn't
sing on my first
album was because I wanted to establish chart.
Whether · he was at the
myself primarily as an instruas
soon
out front singing with
as
.
.
.
piano,
mentalis t first
you start singing, people seem Shaiman talq.ng over the ivory,
to forget you play the piano," or bursting into a Spontane ous
he said in a recent inteIView in . tap dance, Connick aimed to
The Boston Globe. He empha- please. "I came up with a phrase
sized .that immedia tely in -his just for you," he said. _"The late
show, opening with an unac- show . . ·. is the great show."
compani ed rendition of "Win- This brought an ·enthusia stic
response from the _frenetic
ter Wonderl and".
Connick was then joined · crowd, who had packed the
· on stage by bassist Ben Wolfe, tiny Berklee for the 10 p:m.
and added musician s until the · show. The audience was far
full complem ent was reached. from sedate througho ut the perMost of the material performe d formance , clapping and swingwere tunes from the movie ing with the big band.

· In addition to the music,
Connick was a thorough ly entertainin g speaker. "My father
called to me; 'Harry, Rob
Reiner's on the phone.· I didn't
believe him.
'Oh, Meathead 's
o,n the phone?' I
said. 'Let me
to
talk.
Meathea d, '" he
said, recounting the tale of
how film director Reiner. had
recruited him to
· do the music for
· WhenHa nyMet
Sally.

By the show's
close it . was
nearing midnight, and Connick had the·
entire crowd on
its feet as he delivered a higl! ·
powered version of Isham Jones and Gus
Kahn's "It had to be you." .He
sang through three encores of
· the final chorus, with the band
kicking the energy level up a
notch each time. Connick and
his companio1\1s received a lo:ud
standing ovation at the conclu- ·
sion.
"This used to be known as
pop music ... now it's not, because it's not popular any-

more," Connick said at one
point, then added, "But it will
be." · Judging by the ,reaction
_ Friday night, \f'already is.

Be ck op en s ·Gu ita r Sh op

·strum mer conti nued from page 17
tQwn"), . and especiall y ...Police
and Thieves." He ended the
show with three blazing Clash,
songs; "Straigh t To .H ell/
"Brand New Cadillac,"· and "I
Fought the Law." , Strumme r
played the Clash songs with a
vigor that even the new material lacked; or, perhaps they

.are just more inherentl yvigor-ous. Whateve r the case, if
.Striurim er continue s to release
strorig solo material, I suspect
the· Clash material will slowly
recede from his sets.
Opening for Strumme rwas
Hiding In P4blic, who did little · _
to distingui sh themselv es.

by J.W. Morss

No boleros. Just El Becko Page has a stoned grin on his
strutting his lead boots around. face as he lays down the backthe stage like he was Jamming ing for Jeff whose bent over
on 't he free.way or somethin g. shape denotes his total absorpFirst time that's happene d in tion in his instrume nt. Eerie
years. We all thought he'd . high notes sever the main riff
flipped the toggle switch to while Beck steps out As the
recluse for good. Not so. He camera pails in on the young
just liked toying with hot cars guitarist , ,t ime either ~lows
too much. Now he's toying down or speeds up. Suddenl y
with guitars again in the Gui- the guitarist whips around and
tar Shop. But don't let the , confront s his amp as if that did
work's surreal cover fool you: somethin g wrong. Evidently
Jeff Beck doesn't seIVice the not getting the .response he ·
guitar - the guitar sexves Jeff wanted from it, Beck runs his
guitar into the speaker which
Beck.
but remains upright.
precariwobbles
ve-ry
Sometim es
ously- remembe r that scene in Infuriate d, Beck slings his
the movie Blow Up when the guitar which has now been
photogra pher is in the crowd at transform ed into a weapon
the concert and the Yardbirds against Apollo as he smashes it
are playing ..Stroll On• (i.e. to bits and then hurls the debris
"'Train Kept A-Rollin• " for all into the piranha- like audience .
youAero smith babi~s); Jµnmy Staged or not; the moment

captures rock and roll's intrin- a Pat Metheny album, and the
sic rebellion against compla- Nile Rodgers' produced Fl.ash
cency, the poison of any estab- which sounded mostly like a
bad joke - like if the Beastie
lishment .
But then the ang-ry young Boys were to produce Pink
·
guitarist became a god and Floyd.
'89 Beck-ola
this
However,
of
part
s_ubsequen tly became
the establish me,nt. This .was . br~w of ex- Zappa drumme r
alright while he:was revampin g Terry Bozzio and keyboard ist
Yardbird sclassics like"Sha pes Tony Hym~s really stands up.
ofThings "withWo odyandR od · There's the electric swing of
Stewart, orupdati ngPhilly soul "Savoy" and the Rocky Moun-,
like the Impressi ons•· "I'm so tain Way feel to "Big Block."
Proud". iri the early seventies . . There are vocal caricatur es of
The pagan god even managed . fast-talki ng salesmen in "Guiboth popular and critical ac- tar Shop" and of dancing heclaim with his jazz-rock fusion donists in "Day In The House."
forays on Blow By Blow (1975) If you need a dose of latter day
and Wired (1976). Who would Zeppelin or Guns and Roses,
have guessed that this rock listen to "Slingsho t." Or if you
pioneer would produce two need the sublimat e of a Sanme~ger works over the next tana solo, put on "Where Were
thirteen years: There and.Back You~"
Guitar Shop proprieto rs
evoking the timeless tedium of

Beck, ' Bozzio, and Hymas
marketed their entire product
at the Worceste r Centrum November 8. Thrown in for good
measure was a "Freeway Jam"
from Blow By Blow as well as a
few surprises from Wired: "Blue
Wind" and "Goodbye Pork Pie
Hat" ("Come Dancing" was the
big FM tune off the album).
The set ended with an all instrumen tal "People Get Ready"
before Stevie Ray Vaughn came
out to add his voice and chops
to the Don Nix classic "Going
Down." Whose chops were best
is anybody 's guess. What re- ·
ally mattered was that there
wasn't just one but two guitar
heroes onstage, and one ofthem
had been missing- in-action for
too long: El Becko.
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. ·. / 11.AMPSHIRE. IS LOOKING < < :·
··FOR. APPLICANTS TO FILL THE · .
· _;· .. l~lOSITIONS .QF NEWS. EDITOR ". .
-·. ·. · .:,. SPORTS'E.DlTO.R AND .,· ARTS:,. : .. ·.
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·SEMESTER. · AN EXPERIENCE·, ~ ·
. '- .· .· voU'LL NEVER.FORGET. FOR ·. · '
. ·. :.AN APPLICATION COME TO ··.·
. · ; THE MUlBu/ R·O OM ·.15] AND ·.··. ·.
FOR MORE
. ASK FOR .·. ··.·.·...
. . INFORMATION CALL 862~ ·. .
·1490. ·
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. FOR SALE: 12 speed FujiBicycle
· $75, or B.O; Puch moped $275 or
B.O., Camper'sPort-a-Potty$40e>r

1

NewmarketAptForRent.'January OVERSEAS JOBS $900-$2,000
1st 500.00/month everything mo. Summer, Yr. ·round, All
included. Two _bedrooins. Lots of · countries, All fields. Free Info.

=~t.

oil changed evecy
Vance&Hinesexhaust, Red, White
& Blue
As~ing$1,200. or Best Offer. 431495.1
No -3/1swer, leave message.

~~~~~t~~=~~) ~~~i!?i:£~~~

r.

HONDAACCORD $965.00 .
AIR CONDITIONirm ; .NEW
BR!J(ES, 0000 · BODY~ EXfRA
TIRES 7 42-5197 EVES
.
'84, GMC S-15 pickup, standard
trans, 4 cyl, 64-J( miles.just tuned,
AM/FM cassette $2500
8682322
'74.' · V,o lvo

station wagon.
Automatic, new battery, snows,
ster eo, equalizer. $600 or best
offer. 431-0097

MALE WANTEDII
Housing
available spring semester in 2
bedroom apartment to share with
a studious roomma'.te. Plea~ call.
862:.4659, leave message.
(

:

Male roommate needed for spring
semester. Above Sub Stop.
Reasonable rent, .A must se,e. Call
868-7533. JenyorChiis: sublease!

__ ...·_.,_ . , ~_.
, .:....__
·. ·
• ·

1984 Subaru GL, 5 speed 59,000
miles. Great cond. AC, sunroof,
super in snow. MUST SEE $2,800
or best. Call 603-964-7948
1983 Nissan Stanza - new tires,
engine, sunroof, 5-speed. $600.00
call 603-431-7541.
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Fox Run Mall,
Newington, NH
431-4355 .'.
"Let

l:JS

.:'.-~'

·
'

·

puf. your messdge on

'anything" ., ,

SCREENP~INTING
&
EMBROIDERY
WHOLESALE PRICING
............................. ...... .. ....................
·

111SiiliR!EENHilililfi.BJf:Sll
l1m11ll l l l: 11m1~;:Armmmm~;"illlllllll
llllllllH~lHttli!l1RR1lillEJmllll~lllll
1ll.lH1$1~11p.~.r.l~~11mi1ll:

E]iti~~~~B1sf~; . :::~=~==.:::=::::
FURNISHED WITH KITCHE~ .&
FULL BATH & DECK. CALL
HEATHER AT 868-1236
3 furnished single rooms available
for spring semester on Madbury
F.o(ld. P~rking . ,~_n d laundry
facilities available. Please call 8685106.
l studio space available - non livein, good working space. Rent neg.
$75.00 - $125. 00. Portsmouth 436-7882

·o ne to two female roqmmates
us GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
needed · for the 1990 spring
-camouflage clothing, field jackets, .. semester. Location: 38 Young
boots, overcoats, hoods, flyers Drive. Fun+ lively roommates and
coveralls, snow camo. Thurs. Fri.· ·area. Plea~ecall 868-1652; askfor
Sat. 12:00-5:00 p.m. · Rte. 4
Heidi or Claudine
. Northwood Ridge 942-5378
Share downtown Dover apartment.
1983 Renault Alliance. 4 spd, new One of 3 b~rooms, lg. kitchen,
tires, brakes, clutch, excellent living room, full bath, On Kari-van
interior/exterior. Engine needs route, female, $220/mo. +
some work. B.O. Cali eves 432- electricity ($8.00/mo.) CallJanina
2840. ·
926-07 45 or 433-1733.
1 ROUND TRIP TICKET BOSTQNSAN FRANCISCO. ARRIVE 11/23
RETURN 1/28. $150. CALLDAYS
436-5299 OR NIGHTS 332-5441.

\\

·'J
-~

~i

..

QUIET APT IN -LEE 5 MINUTES
FROMCAMPUS. GASHEAT/HW/
STOVE $365/MO ELECTRIC
INCLUDED. CALL659-5268 Leave
message
Female roommate wanted. Own
bedroom with kitchen privileges,
no pets. $275 a month includes
everrthing. Located on Eastern
Ave in Rochester. Call Bobbie
Dianne 332-6333 - unlisted

'

for

T~Shirts .

Re.i;l occasion from person leaving . Roommate, Portsmouth, non _
thetcountiyl -- 1~8p Foi:d, .~s<;orl .L., ...smoker,'. nO pets, clean,_responsibl~.
four doors, hatch~~ck; atit6matit:, . ~student or professional f9r in-to~
49,'soo mile&:, ,,,g_9.94 " winter'·'·an8 _'roomy home· on Kanv<'in.·. · CallJor
summer t;ires, ~AM-FM stereo, no details after 5:00. 436-0688
rust, very\ good ·ci>ndition, ·worth
$3tp()O - best offer- any time 603,- ,Roommate wanted to share two4~-6826
... , bedroom Cape in Lee (near UNH).
·,,
. $40Q.OO per month plus 1/2
'84) HONDA C~. AM-FM ~- utilities. Call evenings 659-7078
CA_SSETfE, AIR, NEW ENGINE, ___.______________

1984 SUBARU STATION WAGON.'
GL:-'10. MOSTOPTIONS. NO RUST..
SPOTLESS INTERIOR GREAT,.
cONDmoN. . $4,odo EVEN · OR
BEST. MUST SEE. 868-5122. ~

....,,.,..,.

•

Lo~~ '
BEAUTIFUL VIEWS
- -- - - - - -- - - - _______......_.;.;.;.;.;..__........._____._........_...__ __ -~-- New Hampshire Notables
FULL BATH/FAMILY ROOM /
EQUESTRIANS OPPORTUNITIES:
TIPING/WORD_ PROCESSING,
Holiday Concert
DECK/SHOP
.. . .
WORKINGSTUDENTVACANGIES Professional ·guality, very , D~ember2, 1989_. 8:00 pm
WASH_E R/DRYER, DISHWASHER, . AT GREEN ACRES ~TABLES-INC. ·reasonable pdces, spelling Richards Auditotiu m Murklancl
AANGE, REF·E R
· •· The area's leading shgw stable. is ;accuracy.included; C~ Margaret · Hall · .
. _·._ : '
. ,, \,
· ).
··
,1
· per M
_ or_ _ an, 742-203_7 / _D ove_
·, St;,ite
'. , Six-,.
'
·
& LOIT :- h ir_ing
an·d can sch e d u 1'e h ours
. tieaturtngTh e p·enn
EXPOSEQ BEAMCEILING
5 OOQ .
WOOD/COAL/ELECTRIC HEAT
student.needs. CALL DENNIS OR - ------- - - - - - - -.;;;; and ' . The ..
Skidmor~
Professional typingservice$I High Bandersnatchers
·~:
WELL INSULATED
MICHELE-742-3377
quality work, reasonable rate. For
;r
6 MO LEASE $825.00/MO. ,.,
,........;;....______________ __,._, a cop·,~ of a· price list, p··iease call
_
·,·
,.':',·
So.RRYNO PETS
--------------....
J
l
Lis
_
fo.r.th
_.
e
_
wa_
yyou
_
·
__
look:
_
a
.
tme
868-2458 .
•
Kris at 7 42 - 15 l-5.
; O is
'the only_ori~ l ·see;
~;

AIRLINE TICKET. - LEAVING
BOSTON NOV. 22 AT 2:45 P.M.
FINAL .
DESTINATlON
ALBEQUERQUE,· NEW MEXICO
TIIROUGH DENVER RETURNING.
NOY. 26 LATE. · FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL 742-3599 Walk·to classes
AF_fER 6:00 P.~.
. Share hous~-with four awesome
guys··
,
. ,,.
50 ~ attTechriic Receiver e,t~ cona'. "$245 a month;. incluaes hot wath
Du! i Teclmic Tap~ De(!k. ~350 or ·-t~vail. spring ~emes ter
·
,.
B.<l Paul 868-7265
·Call 868-6413:

NO-RUST, LOW MILEAGE; MUST
SE:, L-GOIN.G OVERSEAS, $5300,
CALL 686-3216 ·
.,
1981 HONDA CIVIC AM-FM
CA$SETTE 79,5()0 MILES NEW
BRAKES/MUFFLER $950 JEFF
778-2607 NIGHTS 332-5800 DAY

, !:'111,11,11~!~1 I.
1

"1 •• ..

SPRINGBREAKINJAMAiCAICorrl~
join us for FUN in the sunl FQi
more information call Rob at 86f

$75,0/BO. 868-3631
· :. + u tiliti~s _ right 6n filuiVan_route, ~ollege students~ g~c,luat~s-~th ,; LOST: , green·wooi pu1lo_v er jacket
Roses a1i r~;··
,,
·
view of Lamprey· River. Female. Resort Hotels, Crmseline~, Airlines, with "Nichols" written on the back Violets are blue,
FOi SALE - MUST SELL
c ~ ~59-5785
AmusementParksandCamps. For in white lettering. Call Birger _ The only thing I wish,
1986 Kawasaki NINJA 600R, ;
···
::rmore.t::. .:iBfonf!atiq.p and . an , 862:-4208
·
. is to be with you.

Flr

.. '

ro! "~~~t;re~:= J

Prof~sional Word pfui,J:oslng
your
resume,
reports, · you adore
-~
. document~tion, • manuscripts,
I LOVE YOUL
-·thesi&; etc. Experienced, efficient,
·
......,,~ ·
,.•
rea~onable · rates,.-'~ quic~:·:Teturn: It's Jeffr~y _Coughi'ints r:'~irthda)'
Caj) Flash Fingers (Janet: &yle),
today~.- YEAH, .but.fie's only 20 :
559 -357~; '
.
Boo' so if you ·seer him, you can::~
buy him a drink but you can giv:~
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, hima,..big, w~t ,~l~:PPY.~\~~,· -· Happy ·
Prof~sslonal , quality ; ~, very
·
-.
· ,., · · ·
·
\ reason.a'·ble _.p' r_ices, spe_-_llj-•n g Birtndat , Jeff.
C~~ s
*

14~~i

-

accti'racyindudeci: ·can Margaret ,.. H~p'p y lat~ 21 st &fud;ri \We'll g,&
Moran, 742:2037.
out for a drink,..sometini'e soon';
maybe before our next class - >J
. PROFESSIONAL TYP'ING - for
"could use one to deal with the big
: students ~d -professors. · $1.25/ PVI ' . ..
· ...L
• ~.
page. Pick up and qelivery ,' in
Durham availabfo .. Call Jo-Anne
YOo/
ai 332'-6162 .. '
di.riners · ilils .weekendf'•·•we canl
wait to eat! Love from all of us "1
WRITING-RESEARCH-EDffiNG
Deni~, ,.,, Deb, Ch,ri;s, ,M:arigen,
1
Ve~flle, expert staff. ·
· Paulai ,)'>'·· · /\ '"' ·"·t;
Fasf service;. reasonable rates.
800-;'.3 31-9783 ext.- ·8 88
. ftsp~all & Lizaro :'· Montreal will
....._,,,_.....,;.______:.-._...,-_ _ _ · never be the. same1· Fro·m BJ's to
Get into 'self-defense ana"exercise Copacabana _ How Uglyl Get
··c..

";';"°

'uNOA-~: _,. ooori ~Vgl} ~/

'+

;~~~g~\ 2 ~~~~~~,;, ... psyched
743-6500. Cali_now for special
semester rates.
.

to horrify, J~ical 0H
Y~A:; OODI~ANA~OM,'EGUYII
. Love-- ~~L
1 :,
~~,

WORD PROCESSING.

SeIVices

\':.

. To .TOph.: ··
;~:
Tiumks for helping me out
on Friday night. You're a hell. of,~

·• include resumes, papers, reports,
desktop publishing, mailing lists/ guy.
.
,.
labels, transcription. Qu.a lity •
Big Gun~
. guaranteed. · Student discounts
plus 10%offfornewclients. Pickup '
"MAKE . EASY HOLIDAY MONEY"
~WANTTO ·PARTY? ,
Earn $500 for eveiy 100 envelopes and detivery avafilable. Call Cindy
FREE TRIPS, CASH~
, stuffed. Send a self-addressed at Words & More at ·(207) 324- INTENSIVE FUNl l
,' '·
st~mpec;l envelope to: "EASY 1834.
. ~tudent sun/ sl,ci t~J;ii operatcfr
MONEY" PO' Box 64231 i Chicago,
seeks
fun~lo::v-ing _ pampus
Professional Wo:rd Prooesslng,
IL ._ 60664-23 i 1
representatives.
. ...
~7
Resume Writing, Editing and
Call H_I-LIFE 1-800-26=!:,;
"ATTENTION:. EARN MONEY Writing Services. Discount rates 5604
READING BOOKS!" $32,000/year for students; A.H.H. Executives
income potential. Details. (I) 602- · 692-5369 7 days/wk ·
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
.838-8885 ext. BK 18587
.
·PLUS RAISE UPTO $1,700.00 IN
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, ONLY 10 DAYSIII Stll!dent groups,
Looking for a fraternity, sorority or . Professional Quality, -v;ery fraternities + sororities needed for
student organization that would reason~ble prices, spelling marketing project on campus. for
accuracy included,. Call Margaret details plus a FREE ' GIFJ', group
like to make $500 - $1,000 for a
one· week on-campus marketing Moran, 742-2037, Dover
officers call l -80(?.,.950-8472 EXT
project. Must be organized and
40.
.
· hardworking. Call Elizabeth or BARRINGTON MOTHER OF 2
LOOKING FOR INFANT OR So you want to be FAMOUS?!?
Myra at f800) 592-2121 TODDLER TO CARE FOR IN HER Come to Open Mike Night at the
BRIGHT, SUNNY HOME . - FULL 1 Devine
EARN $2,000-$4,000
Searching for employment that OR PART TIME - 10 MIN. FROM . Niche on November 17th. Ifyou're
CAMPUS. ALL NEC,ESSARY · interested in performing or just
· permits working your .own hours,
but still · challenging enough for FURNITURE FURNISHED. CALL helping organize future Coffee
your entrepreneurial skills? 664:-5501 DAYS.
Houses please call-Amy Skinder at
Manage programs for Fortune 500
·862-2148 or ;stop by at Randall
Companies. Ear:n $2,000 to Be the life of the party ·
Hall Apt. 131.
call Safe Rides
$4,000. Call 1-800-932-0528, ext.
1414
i 1. Ideal for grad students.
· HELP: Investigative reporter
Fri. & Sat. nights 10:00 pm-2:00 interested in , talking to students
_DIVER WANTED (sea urchins)
about forcecfgroup sex on campus.
Flexible Hours - Good Pay
All calls will be kept confidential.
call Rolf. Portsmouth 427-0249
Please call collect. (212) 580-5115. _
·::::: .. ... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .::::::::- .::::::_

C

Would like to offer Discover Credit
Cards? Are you·available for only a
few-hours/week? If so, call 1-800932-0528 ext. 4. We'll pay you as
much as $10.00/hour. Only ten
positions available.

111111111111,
GOING TO PA OR N.J.?
I
DESPERATELY NEED A RIDE
THANKSGIVING BREAK. I'LL
HELP PAY TRAviL EXPENSES
CO.MING AND GOING. MIKE
WALLACE 862-4424. HELPI

.

,f

FREE NEWSPAPERS! BUNDLES
+ BUNDLES to be given awayl If
you need some or can help us -- ·
please call the New Hampshire @
862-1323.

.-;..-

~~;fl~~;

Vermont family- .{UNH- ·
~.himml with ' :f'aciopted children
offers love, laughter and security
to your infant. We longto complete ·
our family. Can we help each
other? Call Macy and Paul collect
at (802) 375-2507

Walle to classes. Share house with
four awesome guys. $245 a month
· includes "heat•. Ava.il. Spring
Semester. call 868-6413
STUDIOUS MALE ROOMMATE
W.ANTEDFORSPRINqSEMESTER
TO SHARE 2 BEDROOM
APARl'MENT. FOR INFO CALL
862-4659
Whoever stole the poster stand for
the .New Hampshire's distribution
stand in the MUB - please return it!
We need it back! No questions
asked. Please return to rm llOB.
Professional Word Processing for
your reports, documentation,
thesis, · etc.
manuscripts,
Experienced, efficient, reasonable
rates, quick-return. Call Flash
Fingers (Janet Boyle), 659-3578.
PREGNANT? MAY WE ADOPT
YOURBABY? Couplewith 15years
of marriage, one. child, $ secure,
large country home. P.O. Box 31
Franklin, NH 03235
ADOPTION: Educated farm couple

offers your newborn love, stability,
wonderful life1 Expenses paid..Call
collect, Susan and Alan 802-5923384
To the guy on the Harley-Davidson
(Sportster?) that I saw last Monday
in front of the Dairy Bar around
noon. I want to meet you. Please
wrtteJulie, -DurhamP.O.Box787
(and no, it was not Wade, I already
know'him)
Can you never study when you
want to? Are you never getting
Check - qut
enough sleep?
Huddleston for next semester.I It's
a great place.to live!
LOOKING FOR A CHANGI<; ,OF
A'IMOSPHERE WHY NOT LWE IN
THE COOPS! GREAT LOCATION,
.' FULLY FURNISHED ·APT. WITH
KITCHEN, FULLBATI-1 AND DECK
ON THE SECOND FLOOR. HEAT
RENT
ALSO INCLUDED.
ANY
TO
NEGOTIABLE
INTERESTED FEMAL~. CALL
HEATHER 868-1236. .
DESPERATELY SEEKING A
PLATFORM TENNIS COURT.
PUBLIC OR PRIVATE. ANY WILL
DO. CALLANDREW AT659"'n35.
,~WARD.

COMPANY
BASED
PARIS
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE
· TO SELL PERFUME, MAKE $$$
AND HAVE FUN! 'For information
and FREE samplescall 1-776-6150
1-776-6044
(9AM to 5PM)
(evenings) ask for Karen or Diane.
Yes, it's another· fun and free
evenil)g of entertainment at the
Devine Niche Coffee Housel Friday
November·l 7wewill have an OPEN
MIKE NIGHT. You can come and
be entertained orentertainyourself.
Ifiriterested in performing please
call Ar,ny Skinder at 862-2148.
EJC'..

Here's the beginning!
-MMAH
P.S. Slow and lo~ that is the
tempo!

..
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Hungry? Tired of Sunday dinners . To .the person that took my -blue ·
at the limited clining ·halls? .Come Eastpak out of Huddleston qining
toPhiMuAllYouCanE atSpaghetti hall on Monday: You are the one
that is going to have to life with the
Dinner..
fact of possibly causing a person to
Evecy time I come out of the weekly FAIL a course this semester thereby
Beyond WAR meeting I feel really destroying their opportunity to
good inside. The discussion is full study overseas because of the
_of education and awareness, but reduced GPA Why not put the bag
back and salvage your honor? You
we want to grow in size and build a
should thing about what you have
world Beyond WAR here at U.N.H.
Come here what we're about: done my friend. THINK ABOUT IT.
believing you still have
Monday, Nov. 20 in the Carroll Rm.
some sense
7:.3 0-9:30
of moral character left,
Raisin
. Jenn Jenn Woe Benn ...
I'm sorry I haven't been around •
lately! All will change in a few Come Be Educated, .l earri the facts
.
about the world we live in and how
w~ksl
you can ~ke a difference! We all
Love - Your Roomie
live on our Mother Earth together,
P.S. Buck up little Camper
It's time to learn how to help
To the guy I danced the night away individually. · COME see what
with, and then followed home. I BEYOND WAR IS ALL ABOUT!
never knew getting lost could be so MONDAY, Nov. 20 Carroll -Rmfuri . ;.. (Elliot? Kittery? What red
7:30-9:30
Sorry about what
light??)
happened, but when you're better, To Michele Casimero: Your the
please save a dance for me. Get Best Little SISTEREver. Get excited
well soon. -A PS Happy Birthday! FOR WILD TIMES AND Great
Memories. Love, Pam '
Get CRAZY at the Phi Mu ALL You
Can Eat Spaghetti Dinner this Mocha - Be patient. Stop yelling at
me to hurry up and write this.
Sunday from 4-61
Here's your damn personal! Love
WHO'VE ya, Animal
THOSE
TO
EXPERIENCED TI-IE EFFEC'IS OF
.TµSKEGEE CRUNCH AND MINT Erin, my Uttle sis! Don't stress or
MII~NOS- THANKS FOR THE we'll have to make you eat! Relax.
I love you. Your big.sis.
MEMORIES ... BUT WE NEED TO
KNOW, ARE WE JUST ANOTI-IER
TimfromATO. I hope you read this
BRICK IN THE WALL?
one! I loved your article in the Main
Street Magi Come by! Love K.
Do you want a new place to stµdy?
Check out Huddleson's study
AMY WILKINS lounge!
You are the Best! · Get psyched
STU, YOU . ARE JUST SO for a great year - I love ya! .
Your little Sister - Judi
INCREDIBLY BIG.
Sigma Nu Beta Beta was he~
AM's of AXA, ~f's start suckfug it
·up! ·· We got · to start shoWfng
something. "Balls To The Warn•
1313and 1320, where'sthewibba?
Thanx To All The Bro's, Sped, no
more UUhhhal Please. Congrats
to thernajorsoccertea mon~g
-the championship. Good Luck
Major Hockey and Hoops.
CHECKMATE

Whei:e canyou getgreatfoodcheap?
At the Phi Mu All You Can Eat
Spaghetti Dinner .Sunday Nov. 19
from4-_61
KIM Goodrich"' You are the best
Phi in the whole class! Happy late
little sister appreciation day. Love
Your big SIS Cherie.
THOMAS - Hey Darlin' (D~NKI)
' Congrats on your now complete
Greekness - you're like, so
psyched!" Best ofluck to you, you
zipper-. Love always from the
monopoly woman.
Nov. 13-20th CAMPUS WIPE
FOOD DRIVEi!! · (Sponsored by
Accounting Students Association)
We are challenging all clubs and .
organizations to collect as many
. canned goods to be donated to the
Stafford County Community Action
Group and distributed · to needy
families for Thanksgiving. Any
interested groups call Kim at 8682460.
Bonjour, MPCH, also know as R.
I'm_ looking forward to a great
eveningwithyou. Iloveyou. DKDY

Gardy, Gabe and Carl - We miss
youl Let's do lunch. Love, The
David - Has anyone ever told you _ Threesome.
that you have a beautiful smile?
Let's watch a football game BAKE SALE / RAFFLE- Holiday
gift basket raffie to benefit UNH
so~etlme. See ya toni~t???
Child+ Family Center. Memorial
Union Building- Grafton Rm. 9amKELSTER,
Hey Loosa. We all miss you 4pm.
_here and .ru:e looking forward to stop by the Granite Office - Rooll} 125 MUB (or leave a note w / Name
next semester, especially this loosa.
Diploma address!) or call 862+
TM
the
1?99

Betty, Kit, -Karen2and.allmy .other
wonderful friends, rm going to miss
you guys next semester!! Love ya,
Stacy .

-CHRIS PORfER: GOOD LUCK
AGAINST U-MASS. GET READY .
FOR k FUN WEEKEND -: NO
SNORING ALLOWED!! LOVE, E.T.,
K.C., M.J., + G.C. 11

Dear Stoke 5th Wicked Short and ·~
Kinda Short Wings: You guys are
great-yoq make my job worthwhile.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and thanks for being youl Love, _
Attention: DECEMBER '89 GRADS . Stephanie
- If you are interested in receiving ·-Lo-s_t_:W-all-et-,wi_th_all_I_D_'s-on_M_ai_n
your complimentacy yearbook for Street . If found please return
1989 INSTEAD offor 1990, -Please Illinois <,lriver's liscense to 20 Main
St Apt B3 Durbaro '86B- J 366)

TO THE MEN OF STOKE BTHI .
YOU ARE THE GREATEST!!
LOVE, LORI ·

Phi Mu All You Can Eat Spaghetti
Dinner this Sunday from 4-61 Can
you digit?!
Bill - I miss you sooo much. Please
be my friend againll Love, your
favorite Jersey chick. P.S: wanna /
live on . the Cape with us this /
/
summer??!!

WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
$500 1st prize, $200 2nd prize and $100 3rd prize, plus 2 $50
runner up prizes
local contest to be videotaped for national distribution with equal royalties paid
to·published-participant~. No audience. Contest date _Saturday., Dec. 16, 10am.
964-6913 for interview. Limited to 20 preselected participants.

BETHELIFEOFTHEPARTY

Call Safe Rides
_
1414 Fri. & Sat. Nights 10:00pm • 2:00am _

PARENTS! ALUM.NI!
.FRIENDS OF UN-H!
Keep yourself in touch with campus events!

Subscribe to

THE NEW HAMPSIRE
· (Delivered straight to you 2 times weekly!)

$18/ semester

Laura the Hot one-Sony Mommy and Daddy don·t
want me to stay,
· but I am sure we can have fun
anyway! good riddance ·
to the Eaton Hyena crew and the
Lame One ( Matt who?) .
Maybe we can get some sleep soon!
( and other things ...)
Love Always,

Room .llOB, MUB
Durham, NH 03824
·(603) 862-1323

Cainbells soup boy
Have a Safe Thanksgiving
Safe-Rides: -1414
We operate Fri & Sat Nights from
10:00pm to 2:00am
Sherri R, the Cat WomanLets hope that resolution
stays intact and the Lust
is under controlll Take care and
Party forever!
- You
know Who (E.M.S.)
Phi Mu All You Can .E at Spaghetti
Dinner
Sunday Nov 19 from 4-6
Tickets only $3.50 in advance or
$4.00 at the door.
Contact a pledge or the House at
868-9710
IN TI-IE DOGHOUSE!! - To the
person who .inadvertently took a
brown~ather bomber jacket from
the Game Center Monday ... It's .
my girlfriend's jacket and you have
caused me many problems. Please
listen t0 your conscience and give
me a call at 868-7288. I will give
you $100. - to return it no questions
asked.
To: All Phis
We are doing great! Let's keep
itupandriotloosethatPH IUNITYJII
0M Spirit Never Diesi .

,
rse Weave·
Cha
The Ultimate Sweats

Choose from 13 colors.
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Now through NOV 22
34.99 with _thi.s ad.
Usually 36.99 to 41.99.
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Join the home of the big--.· hairpeople. · Write for
The New Hampshire .
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OPEN HOUSE

corllll~'i!~!lon

FOR NURSING
STUDENTS AND
'EXPERIENCED
NURSES

:: 1:iil■!WI!i!i!ii:::::::::::I:):::::::

✓

f/

You are invited to an Open
.
House to explore career opportu:~ nities on Sunday, November 19,
1989 -from l:30-4:30pm in the
·
Conrad Conference Center.
. • Hear about our Graduate
Nurse Opportunities, our
Nursing Summer Externship
Program and our Nursing
Scholarship Program.
• explore our benefit package.
• Tour our hospital.
Refreshments will be served.
For more information contact:
Penonnel Services, .Concord
. . : " ~•- -Hospital, 250 P!easant
.
, St., Concord, NH 03~01;
· (603) 225-2711, ext. 3700.
~
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·tAPHOS ·
The total-body
comedy -· · ...
expenence .
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Sorn.efhing's gnawing at you. Admiiif
. ,~I IIIBlilII .· . I can see it in that ,little .· knOt on your
£01"8:head~ Let loose th3.t anger; vetlt
·
· that spleen. Rele3.se thoSe
·rrustratioris;Make·
. your, opinion
- ·heard.
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Write for the UniyersityForum.'

ocke y Notel,c,ok

·
·
By Brian Brady
game
University
Boston
the
c1t
seen
was·
Winne•
Chris

Wednesday night. Winnes' leg is recovering from surgery. He
thinks he will be ·b ack by the Yoke:n 's Comfort Inn Classic on
. December 29. "I like to think I'm ahead of schedule," Winnes
said. "[Tuesd.;ty).I started therapy. It's frustratingjust sitting
here and watching." The coaches are hoping he will return for
\the January 10 contest against Lowell.. .Jeff Lazaro started
at forward for the first time in his UNH career. He registered
an assist on the Joe Flanagan goal ... Greg Kylm five game
scoring streak ended Wednesday night against Boston
Untversity... Sophc;,moreAdam Hayes suffered ligament damage to his left knee during .Jhe road trip to Wisconsin.
Coaches fear he will be out for the remainder of the season.
UNH, BU 4-4 (Wednesday Night)

UNH (2-3-1) ............ ;.2 2 0 0-4
BU (3-2 - 1) ............. 0 1 3 0-4

HOCKEY TIES BU

co~tinu ed from -page 28
BU tried to open things
up to g<:t more offensive
chances,· but each .t ime ·they
gotaqualitysho toff, Morrison
.
stopped it. . ~Joe Flanagan stung the
Terriers at 12:23 of the first
_period with a power play goal
to make the score 2-0. BU'<
was killing their penalty· effectively until left wi:nger Jeff
Lazaro~ standing in the UNH
zone, fed Flanagan, who was
behind the Terrier defenaeman,. who strolled in on: the
breakaway, faked to his·forehand . and slid a backhand·
into the net.
The third UNH goal caJDe
at 5: 17 of the second period
on freshman Jesse Cooperrs
first career goal. Cooper took
a pass at the right point from
Matt Trenovich and took a .
slap shot which deflected off
the skate ofa BU defenseman
_and past Bradley to make the
score 3-0.Trenovich and Mark
Johnson assisted the goal.
At 9:36 of the second,
BU was called for a penalty
for hitting after the whistle
and UNH wasted little time in
scoring its third power play
goal of the night. ·
Mitrovic took an Aiken .
feed from behind the BU net
and one timed a shot over
Bradley's right shoulder to
make-the score 4-0with 11:23
remaining in the-period. Aiken
and Chris Grassie assisted
pn the goal.
"It's a funny thing,"
coach Bob Kullen said about
the power play. "So many
times the puckjust won't go
in. Tonight it did."
Suddenly a dull silence
fell over Walter Brown Arena
and BU coach Jack Parker
was faced with a four goal
deficit from a most unlikely
source, the UNH Wildcats.
"At the end of the first
period I told the ~ds they .
j

weren't motivated and they
didn't respect their opponent,..
Parker said. "UNH is a good
team. They can beat any team
intheconferenc e. Inthisleague
you have to respect your opponent."
While ,P arker's speech did
not pay immediate dividends ·
for BU, apparently it sunk in
towards the end of the period,
as BU ·began a -furious· comeback.
The first came with 44
d
second s 1e-ft in the secon pertod when BU's Mike Sullivan
bro1~·e the ice for the Terriers
w,h en he scored while fighting

~% :e:o~~~~~:;~~~s~~~~~

established himself."
The one man UNH couldn't
stop was BU's Tony Amonte.
With 2:28 Jeft in the game
Amonte fired through a Chris
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flipped the puck over the fallen · out of the pile, which included ·_
a fallen Morrison, trickled the ''u···-·.· ·.·.··,.·.·.t'·'··.•.cf'.'''' ..,,.,,.,.,., ,,.,,,,,,.,,,, ,,,.,,,.,.,.,..,,,,,,,.,,.,,,.,,,,.,,·,,,::::,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,::::;,:::::,:,;::, ?@(!{ )j{J\\
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off a penalty to Scott Morrow
and when at -even · strength ,:,::',':' '::/t:::::::::::::;::::>:<:><<:•>>>::::<?:?•'<·'·······
trying to ·w eather the Terrier = ====== ==~= ==== ~~== = ~2:.:::::::2 3
onsluaght. Once again, Morri- ·********* ********* ********* ********* **:
son was the star ·as he saved ;
five ·shots, including a shot by i
Tomlinson from five feet out ,
with less than a minute to play. .
. The 'Cats weathered the:
late storm and limped out with .
a tie.
"The game was so good ( !
forgot to take my heart medi- cine," Kullen joked afterwards .. ;
"It was a win for both teams .. ·
They felt like theywon because:
they came back from a 4-0• ·
deficit. But it was a win for us,
Introduces SPORTSLINE
because we came down here
Sound-off o.n Sports!
and played a good team and got .
UNH, Patriots, Red Sox, Bruins, Celtics
tie."
Friday Eves. 6-7 pm
Saturday night's game
against Northeastern has been
Join controversial hosts Pete Dupuis & Chris Bailey
·
at 862-2222
· cancelled becaui:,e Northeast- .
_
.
.
.em is having problems with
. the measles. The 'Cats will next.***** ********* ********* ********* *******·
blank range.
"
·
·
·
"111.e last two games (Morri- play at Brown UniversityTues night.
son) has been out to lunch,., day
said Kullen. "Tonight he re- .

down, stoned theTerriers time.
. With 14minutesleft
aftertime=
inthe-contestB Uwascalledfor
a penalty. The call seemed like
a blessing for UNH as the Wild- ·
cats had scored power ·p lay
goals on their three previous
power play opportunities.
The power play proved to
be a disaster because BU's Ed
Ronan scored to make the score
4-2. The 'Cats could not bring
the puck out of their zone ·a nd
Ronan took the · puck from
behind the UNH net, weaved
past Flanagan to the front of
thenettotherig htandsnapped
a shot between the pads of
Morrison with 13:21 left.
BU continued its assault
on Morrison, but he held his
ground and turned back golden
BU scoring opportunities, .several of which were 9n deflected
shots and shots from point

\
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Domino'·s Pizza®
sp·orts Quiz
1) In 1938, the NFL chose its _first Most Valuble
Player. Who was he and what position did he play (both
parts needed for credit).
2)Who won the first Kentucky Derby (Horse's name)?
· 3) Which pitcher had the best win-loss percen~ge
1n a season (minimium 15 decisions)?
4) Who was the first head coach of the New York
Knickerbockers?
5) Which second baseman had the most homeruns
in a season?
.
6} Who won the first ABC Masters Championship in
bowling?
'.
7) In the national league, how many different players
won the Most Valuble Player Award between 1915 and
1925? ·
. 8) In .all rodeo events, how long is a rider required
to remain on his/her animal (all events require the same
amount)
·
,
9) Who was the first runner to complete the 100 meter dash in less than 10 seconds?
Bonus (3 points)
. '
Name all the players inducted into the NFL Hallof
Fame in 1-9 63, .its frrstyear (all are required).
-compiled by Adam ,Berg
=~\:

Not~: The deadline for this quiz is Thursday, November
30.

Answers to 11 /3 Quiz
1. George Blanda·
2. ·Ron Blomberg
3. B. David Robinson
4. Bob Beamon
5. Nap Lajoie
6. Jay Berwanger
7. Johnny Unitas
8. Kevin Porter
9. Sandy Koufax
.
_
Bonus- part a) 1922 part b) George Sisler
.420 played for St._Louis Browns · ·
Rogers Hornsby .401 played for St. µmis _

Norm Ford needs ./93 yards to become the third rusher in UNH history to get 1.000 yards in
a s.e ason (Mike Pamham photo).

Footba ll battles Minute men ·
A ,win could give 'Cats a playoff bid ·

By Jeff Novotny
·
our heads down."
has racked up 1,413 offensive
Recenttalkaboutthe WildBowes and his squad are ' yards for the Minutemen
(962
- cat football team has centered ready to make sure that hispassing and 451 rushing). He
on their playoff chances. Will focy doesn't repeat itself.
has rushed for over 100 yards
. UConngetaplayoffb idinstead
"Ij~stJ1ope_we ai:~Jlot too ·each of
·. th~ past-two weeks, of UNH? How'ca'.ri the Wildcats · ready," said Bowes. "Sometimes
including 152 last week against
. getturned down iftheyhavean you can make mistakes lJeVillanova.
Cardinals
eight game winning streak? If cause you~re too uptight and
"He's like a good running
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - ~· they do get picked, where will you don't play naturally."
back playing quarterback. He
they play? ·
·
·
"Wehavetomakesu rethat has very good speed and
makes
But first things first, the we don't get over aggressive
quick cuts," said Bowes. ·And
'Cats must beat the UMass and make mental mistakes,"
on top of that, he can throw the
Minutemen on Saturday in said UNH cornerback Tim
ball very well."
Amherst, MA (check box for Byrne, who was named Yankee
This week Wilkos might
directions to stadium) to have Conference Co-Player of the
have to pick up the slack of
any chance for a post-season , week for -his three intercepleading rusher Jerome Bledsoe
. birth. .
· tions last week against Rhode (594 yards, 6.1 average). BledDespite the fact, that Island.
'
soe is doubtful due to an inUMass is entering the contest
If appears that the Wildjufy.
with only a 4-5-1 record, his- catswillhavetostop thepotent
Wilkos likes to pa.s.s.to split
tory indicates tllat th-is game Minuteman<;>ffensewithout the
end CWp Mitchell and flanker
will be just as tough as any services of Ryan Jones.
Mike Tobin. Mitchell has: 50UNH has played this year.
. Jones probably won't play catches for 725ya:rds
(14.5avg.)
UMass owns a 33-14-3 lead due to a pair of sprained knees
and Tobin has 29 receptions
in the rivalry., The Minutemen suffered last week on a punt
for 503 yards (17.3 avg,) and
have won 10 out of the last 12J return. Back.,.up cornerback
six
touchdowns.
including a 64-42 blasting of Jim Powers will tak~ his place
The weather also could play
the Wildcats last season in in the secondary.
a paft in the game. The forecast
Durham.
"It would take a mira,cu- for Saturday is a cold and windy
Several times in past years, lous recovery for Ryan to be
day whic)l would limit the
the Wildcats have entered a abl~ to play," said Bowes. "But
passing attack of both teams.
. game with UMass knowing that we have confidence in Jim. He's
. "That would be to our·disavictorywouldmea nashareof done well _w_h en given the_
Place: Amher$t~ MA lp.m.
advantage," said Bowes. "In
theYankeeConferen cetitleand · ch~nce. He'll have to continue
Radio:WUNH(91 ..3FM), WKXL(l02.3FM)W KOS
that case, our defense would
a
shot at the playoffs.
. . to play as well as he has."
. (930AM) '
.
have to come up with a good
"Mare times than not, said
The biggest offensive threat
effort."
,·
TcleviJioa: Channel 40, Springfield and (NESN)
UNH coach -Bill Bowes, «we've for UMass is sophomore quarwalked out of the stadium with terback Gary Wilkos. · Wilkos

Minuteme n's Thum.b,nails

Records: UMass 4-5-1 and UNH is 7-2
Quaterback: Gary Wildos has trown for 962

yards and rushed for 451 'yards. He has had two consecutive 100 yard rushing / 100 .yard passing games.
Rushers: Jerome Bledsoe has 97 carries for 594
yards and eight touchdowns. .
,
Receiver~ Chip Mitchell is the top target-with 50
receptions for- 725 yards.. He had nine catches for 134
yards last week Mike Tobin 29 catches, good for 503
yards and six-touchdowns.
· ·
·, ·
·

Directi.o ns to UMass: Take route 9-S t(l 495 to

2
West, then take 202 south for about 20 minutes until you reach
route 9 and 116 ,Qne sign), then take a right. FollPW;tba~ road
until the Amherst exit, which leads to Main Stree~.JfQU~ Main
Street for seven miles ta~ng a right at the third.' $~t;-0~ traffic
lights (a sh,opp_i#g·c..e nterwill be on the rigpt a~c;l Checkt;r'~ will
be directly· fu Jront _of the_ light. The stadium is_loc~~e?, on the .
left shortly aft~r: the·turn·; ·
The tri ·_takes a roximatel th,ree hou_rs from _ _Q_urham..
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UNH ties.B U, 4..,4
, . Men;s hockey squanders four goal
cushion in Walter Brown Arena.

rest
University on Wednesday night . They had to settle for a 4-4 tie. UNH is th~ only unbeaten
team in conference play (Ben Frazier photo).

_W ildcat x-coun try teanis finish s"eason
Hall ends career by finishin g 26th in lOK
pionship meets, the Wildcats 'By.Frank A. Bonsal
The men's cross country have · now proven that they
team wrapped up their season deseIVe a place amongst the
last ·Saturday at the IC4A/ top cross countiy programs in
NCAA qualifier in New Canaan, · New England.
Coach Jim Boulanger was
CT ,placing 1 7.th out of 33
with the team's finish.
pleased
·
Dtvsion I squads. Georgetown,
Dartmouth, Navy and Boston He highlighted the five seniors
University captured . the first ( Randy Hall, Ryan Landvoy,
Dan Beauley. Steve Crainerand
four places respectively. This year's IC4A finish is P.J. Giampietro) as the cata·
the best in over 11 years, thus lyst which turned the progr~
proving that the Wildcats are a around from 33rd at the IC4A's ·
contending force in competi- in '87 to this year's 17th place
tion with the big scholarship finish.
In keeping with his traditeams. After disappointing finof success, and capping off
tion
ishes in the two previous cham-

a superlative cross country
career at UNH, Hall finished an
impressive 26th out of 233
runners With a time of 30: 13 on
the 10 kilometer course. Hall
was the first Wildcat to finish
the race.
Other Wildcat flnish~rs in
the lOK race ·were Mike Cannuscio (placed 116th with a
time of 31 :35) , Andy Charron
(119th, 31:38), Greg Wipf
(120th, 31 :39), Landvoy
(123rd, 31:41), Dan Beauley
(169th, 32:21) and Dave
Bea4ley (181st, 32:41)~

The tie puts the Wildcats
By Brian Brady
Under m9st circumStaoceS, record at 2-3-1 (1-0-1 in Hockey
tying a team like Boston Uni- East). UNH is now the only _
versity away from home would team in Hockey East yet to be
be a moral victory. But Wed- defeated. ,
The fireworks ignited after .
nesday night's 4-4 debacle to
scored four unanswered ,
UNH
disappointing
more
was
BU
goals on ·tallies from David
than pleasing for the 'Cats.
Leading 4-0 with 21 min- Aiken (1 goal.- 1 assist), Joe
utes left in the game and seem- Flanagan, Jesse Cooper and
ingly on their way to a shock-: Savo.Mitrovic.
inglyeasyroadv ictoiy, the'Cats . Aiken, who has been mired
suddenly entered what could in a goal scoring drought which
be referred to as a sort of a put him on ,t he ·-fourth line,
TwilightZonea ndwatchedtheir tipped a David MacIntyre slap
lead disappear before a deliri- shot from the left point behind
ous crowd of 1,560 Terrier fans, BU goaltende_r John Bradl~y at
"Wt; are not happy," said 3:4 7 of the first period to give
goaltender Pat Morrison (40 UNH a 1-0 lead. Mitrovic also
· saves), who nearly Single · assistedonthep owerplaygoal.
handedly kept UNH 'from los- ·
ing · the game with dazzling
saves. "We wanted. the two HOCKEY, PAGE 26
points."
~

;,,.

ockey game -postp-o ned_·
By Brian Brady
Due to an outbreak of
measles on the Northeastern
. campus, the men's hockey
game between UNH and
Northeastern game slated for
Saturday, November 18 has
been postponed; The game has
been rescheduled for Saturday, December 15 at Snively
arne
Arena. A UNH hocke

game has not b~en postponed
since February ,9 ,, 1978 when
the UNH vs. BO'ston College
game could not be played due
to the Blizzard of '78.
With this schedule
change. the Wildcats will play
seven of its first eight gariles
on the road.

Women place.2 1st out of 24· in EC.A.C's .
Despite the breadth and 20: 1o and-2l :06.
. .Head Coach Nancy Krueger
The women's cross coun- , dep_th of the 24 team, 182
.happy with the performwas
UNH
field,
I
Dtvisiori
runner
~ason
their
ended
try team
of all six runners in
ances
last Saturday in New Canaan, posted respectable results
agaisnt what she
competing
CT. at the ECAC's. The Lady under muddy conditions.
best of the best.,"
"the
as
cited
tri-captain
senior
The
'
the
of
out
21st
· 'Cats finished
particularly
was
Krueger
24 team field NCAA District I contingency of Jen Briggs,
results of
the
with
pleased
and II National Qualifler. The Dawn Enterlein, and Tamara
Toselli.
and
Enterlein,
Briggs,
and
95th,
79th,
placed
Toselli
meet consisted of two separate·
'Cats
Lady
the
though
Even
with
'Cats
Lady
the
for
121st
pitting
race,
ECAC
The
races:
their
of
input
the
without
were
regional DMsion l, II, and III times of 18:41, 18:55 and
runners
five
and
two
number
rivals ag~st one another, and 19:18, respectively.
Freshman Heidi 'Woolever at the National Qualifler last
the NCAA National Qualifier
were good .
hosting the nation's strongest placed third for UNH, 120th weekend, the results
in the top
them
place
to
enough
Division I programs. Villanova, overall at 19: 17. Freshman Judi
and in ,
team
I
Division
50
of
half
Janice
junior
and
Georgetown, and Providence Robichaud
England
New
of
hird
t
'
top
the
_
and
156th
finished
Downey
third
and
second,
finished first,
·
176th witl;t res~ective time~ of rankings.
respectively _in the Qualifier.
By Frank A. Bonsal
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Pat Manor lright) and Ke_ith Carpenter both battle for the ball
against the Iceland Olympic team. T_h e:'Cats play in the Fle~t
Classic at Providence on November 24 (Mike Pamham
·
photo).
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